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Senate Measure Wong Require
Doctor On Duty In Hospitals

Vandalism Reported
At Methodist Church

Vol. LXXXXI No. 18

10* Per Copy

DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME BILL
DELAYED AGAIN, COMMITTEE
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MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS

WASHINGTON
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National Institute of Mental Health
Stanley F. Yolles M.D., Director
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been steadily expanded, and
education and other n
year $55 million is
this
social services for the retardei
for this purpose.
available
It is costing the nation mor
Education of the retarded is
than $500 million annually
care for 200,000 rater
oriented toward the practical
persons in state institutions.1 goal of enabling them to qualify
The cost of special education is, for a seinsupporting Job, all4 to
on a person for person tests., master the seemingly simple,
only a fraction of the cost Of but to them terrifying, tasks
institutional care,
Incidental to employment, such
Teachers Needed
as riding buses and handling
The biggest barrier to expan- money.
Finding suitable jobs for
sion of services for the
retarded, Miss Nift says, is an them is becoming much easier
acute shortage of professionals than it used to be, because
who know how to supply these word is getting around among
services. We need many more eniployers that retarded workteachers, ers are ratable.
education
special
psychologists, social workers,
therapists, counselors and recreation specialists to begin to
do an adequate job,
In 1958, Congress enacted a
law providing $1 million a year
to subsidize preparation of
more professional personnel in
this field. The program has

advent and use of psychoactive
Modern Treatment
By LOUIS CASSELS
—mind-affecting—drugs.
YORK
(UPI)NEW
ProsEditor,
UPI Senior Editor
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the
Modern treatment of mental
Introduced into the United
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the beet pects of higher securities prices illness has developed along States in the mid-1950's, the
Interest of our readers.
in the future make it impera- three major avenues: psychoWASHINGTON (UN)
psychoactive drugs have opened
have a therapy, rehabilitative therapy, a new era in the treatment of
Three out of every hundred
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITICER 00, 1500 tive that an investor
Americans are mentally retardhe millions of mentally disMadiexi Ave., Memphis, Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg., New York. N.Y. portfolio well balanced between and chemical methods.
good bonds (long or short) and
..
The first involves treatment turbed.
Stephenson Bldg, Detroit, Mich.
ed.
common stock, Hardy & Co. by psychological. means. Thus,
That's 6 million people who
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transcalmion eli says. When the end of the psychotherapy, brought to the
They have been the main facare burdened, through no fault
Second Class Matter
government's restrictive mone- patient as an individual or
tor in an achievement that
of their own, with one of life's
many people are still unaware
SUBSCIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 35e, per tary policy takes place, both group member, helps him to
heaviest handicaps.
of: the progressive and still'
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $5.50; the bond and common stock discover for himself underlying
The vast majority of them
continuing reduction in the
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere $16.00. All service subac.riptions $8.00. market should rise substantial- causes of his emotional difficould, with proper help, learn
•
resident
culties.
of
numbers
vast
once
ly1 the firm say.
independent
"The Osteleadkag Clefs Asset se a Ceessanalty is the
Bringing causes to the surface
patients in our mental hospitals. to live relatively
hategrity et Its Newspaper°
mental lives. But, although substantial
cure
to
ways
overnot
discovering
do
Drugs
and
With the appearance of
these obstacles to his
illness. But they can relieve its improvements have been made
monetary restraint come health, the patient is
reduced
1970
22.
mental
symptoms in many cases so in recent years, U.S. programs
JANUARY
THURSDAY being now more widely acknow- aided in finding or regaining an
that other methods, such as psy- for special education of the
ledged and further easing in adequate role for himself in his
chotherapy, can be applied. retarded now reach fewer than
coming weeks highly likely, one family, group, and community. Some can calm an agitated, half the people who could be
major selling motive- fear of
hostile patient to the extent that helped by them.
Various rehabilitative therLEDGER & TIMES FILE
stringency- should apies help the mentally ill by
continuing
physical restraints and seclusion
These figures come from
-will%
be fading, Abraham di Co. says. restoring a sense of usefulness
are rarely needed. Other drugs Patricia Reilly Hitt, assistant
or
mood
PARAMOUNT PICTURES Fume
can lift the patient's
Therefore, the risk of a and self-assurance.
al1111111., •M 7-141EA.T NZ
secretary of the Department of .
s a res
:
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increase his awareness.
and Welfare
Robert Wyman has been named factory manager and Dwantion significant overall stock price
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drugs have many Health, Education
Psychoactive
may
over
term
near
decline
the
occupational, recreational, and
of
Seals as chief engineer at the Murray Manufacturing Company,
benefits, if properly adminis- (HEW). At the request
Fri. - Sat. - Sun.
be less than suggested by social activities. They have been
according to Verne 0. Kyle, general manager.
their best Secretary Robert H. Finch,
have
can
They
tered.
found not only to benefit these
particular
paying
The Murray Rotary Club heard a program on the wonders surface appearances, the firm
is
Hitt
Miss
approresults when they are
of micro-wave and its use in telephone communications by Gene says. In tact, the bear market patients who are about ready to
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to
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society,
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over
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Gillian, regional plant super-Asor of Southern
problem, as a major item of
program of treatment.
total
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a
provide
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of
stocks,
majority
common
Company for southwestern Kentucky.
Moreover, biochemical re- unfinished business on the
Tig
many of those who are severely
search is opening still more new nation's humanitarian agenda.
Births reported are a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Bibb and a adds.
disturbed.
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doors. Although treatment of
LOPEcit
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FOLLOW THE EXAh4PLE of 8-year•old Marty Him Mack, 1970
National March of Dimes Poster Boy from Santa Clara. Cald.
Contribute to the Janiravy appeal to prevent birth defects. Your
support aids year round programs of research, education, patient
and community services, dedicated to overcoming diseases which
strike 250,000 American babies every year. Marty, student and
sportsman. is their symbol of courage.

ruerlay Friiiay
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. Lyht-lon Nnt,
MEET YOUR NEW SISTER, PAT 'Pa(ick
grands.al -I former l'iesitlent Lyn Ion B. Johnson,
,Nicolc Marie, with a Joint on the torrli.
his bjby
as their mother carries the'infant froni Sotim Hospita In
AlleSITI, Tex The baby was born January 11
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companies which recently pie
ed guilty to price-fixing cowl
acy, involving sales far into
millions, could be tined ao mi
than $50,000 each. However,h
dreds of small companies h;
filed civil suits against these
five other major companies v
ch pled nolo contenctre.
The independents also h
gone on record as supporting]
islation by Representative Em
uel Celler of New York to
allow the deduction of pimil
civil 'damages from tax retu
of the guilty businesses. The
permits treble damages in c
antitrust cases, but an Intel
Revenue rule permits deducl
of anything above actual dama
as "ordinary and necessai
business expense.
Antitrust is of major conc
to most small and indepesx
businessmen, who ask only
competition in the market pia
says the National Federatiot
Independent Business. Busini
men see the present fine
$50,000 as outdated, either
inflation or prosperity, midst
ort a 10-fold increase as a de
eat to illegal business activ

Music Man
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Stuart Phillips has complei
six image forime.sequel "Bey()
the Valley of the Dolls."
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'Baby Maker'
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Robert Wise, Who produced
&meted "Sound of Music,'A
star Barbara Hershey in
Baby Maker" for National G
eral.
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The penalty for monopoly
antitrust violations should
more than a petty cash tr .
action for big corporate gin
most of the nation's indepem
business owners believe.
Companies found guilty of I
ce-fixing, restraint of trade
other monopolistic practices]
face a maximum fine of $50,
This amounts to little more t
a slap at the wrist for m
big corporations, and a so
fraction of the illicit gains
damages which can result ft
.the violation.
Most of the independent
inessmen believe this is outda
as an effective penalty, a poll
the National Federation of Inc
endent Business shows.Polls
a bill by Senator Romal L. Hr
ka of Nebraska to boost the m
imum fine for antitrust violati
to $500,000, the proprietors g
a national response of 65 pert
In favor, 23 percent opposed
12 percent undecided.
Businessmen in Kentucky
acted with 70 percent express
support, 23 percent objecting
7 percent giving no opinion.
. The bill was introduced al
Attorney General Richard W.
McLaren urged the penalty
Increased, to half a mMion, s
ing $50,000 is a "trivial" 1
for many corporations,consid
ing the gains which can be LI
teed. He said the present Me
mum is not much of a deter(
In some cases.
The independent andsrnalth
inessmen Zaire infurafAgi-,, tits
eral previous Federation pol
that they also favor stralger
titrest enforcement by the F
eral Trust Commission and
Justice Department, which
vide responsibilities in this ax
many feel that too much ti
and effort is spent on cases
little importance.
The vote by the independe
for Senator Hruska's bill ml
have been higher except for so
misgivings over the possi
effect a larger fine could hi
on a small or medium-sized b
Mess. However, the Federal
notes, judges would still hi
leeway to impose a lesser f
which would be a suitable per
ty.
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HORNBUCKLE'S BARBER SHOP
213 Spruce Street

Penalty Foil
Violations
Said Small

810 Sycamore

RIIHIMAKI, Finland I CPI
Two policemen, patrolling i
police car, saw a pair
suspiciousloo,king men cc
out of a closed store, hop ni
car and speed away.
The police stepped on the
and gave chase. A few minu
later, almost within touct
distance of their quarry,
police cruiser ran out
gasoline The suspected burg
disappeared
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Violations
Said Small
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three months awaiting actor sum."
*Richard Harris in the title role
•
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - of "Scrooge" because of con- Chri, tieorge to complete hip for middy Westors works
(UPI)
HOLLYWOOD
. 1,
Rex Harrison has replaced flicting
schedules.
"The _Delta Factor" was delayed role with JOhn Wayne in ,"ChiHOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Reeireemeat

The penalty for monopoly and
antitrust violations should be
more than a petty cash transaction for big corporate giants,
most of the nation's independent
business owners believe.
Companies found guilty of price-fixing, restraint of trade and
other monopolLstic practices now
face a maximum fine of $50,000
This amounts to little more than
a slap on the wrist for many
big corporations, and a small
fraction of the illicit gains or
damages which can result from
.the violation,
Most of the independent businessmen believe this is outdated
as an effective penalty, a poll by
the National Federation of Independent Business shows.Polled on
a bill by Senator Romal L. Hruska of Nebraska to boost the maximum fine for antitrust violations
to $500,000, the proprietors gave
a national response of 65 percent
in favor, 23 percent opposed and
12 percent undecided.
Businessmen In Kentucky reacted with 10 percent expressing
sumort, 23 percent objecting and
7 percent giving no opinion.
The bill was introduced after
Attorney General Richard W.
McLaren urged the penalty be
Increased to half a minion, saying $50,000 is a "trivial" fine
for many corporations,considering the gains which can be realized. He said the present maximum is not much of a deterent,
in some cases.
The independent andsmall
inessrm have indicated..in.
eral previous Federation polls,
that they also favor strdiger antitrust enforcement by the Federal Trust Commission and the
Justice Department, which tie.
vise responsibilities in this area,
many feel that too much time
and effort is spent on cases of
little importance.
The vote by the independents
for Senator Hruska's bill might
have been higher except for some
misgivings over the possible
effect a larger fine could have
on a small or medium-sized business. However, the Federation
notes, judges would still have
leeway to impose a lesser fine
which would be a suitable penalty.

BONE WHITE
ENGLISH IRONSTONE
48 PIECE
SERVICE FOR 8

00
ervIce For 12 $33.00
8 each dinner plates, salad or cake plates, soups,
Cili45.-.121.1CeLLeaglIolptter, notable server,
coffee pot, V gravy
„covered sugar, creamer, Lidded
-.
boat.
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LIGHTWEIGHT
SPECIAL BEATS
ANY MIX!

GOT SOMETHING GOING
FOR IT—All AROUND!

SPEED
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START ANYDAY!
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companies which recently pleaded guilty to price-fixing conspiracy, involving sales far ink) The
millions, could be fined no more
than $50,000 each. However,hundreds of small companies have
filed civil suits against these and
five other major companies which pled nolo contendre.
The independents also have
gone on record as supporting leg.
islation by Representative Emanuel Celler of New York to disallow the deduction of punitiv.
civil 'damages from tax returns
of the guilty businesses. The law
permits treble damages in civil
antitrust cases, but an Internal
Revenue rule permits deduction
of anything above actual damages
y"
as "ordinary and nec
business expense.
Antitrust is of major concern
to most small and independent
businessmen, who ask only fair
competition in the market place,
says the National Federation of
Independent Business. Businessmen see the present fine of
$50,000 as outdated, either by
inflation or prosperity, and support a 10-fold increase as a deterent to illegal business activity.
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Deluxe
AUTOMATIC
BLENDER
. 3 push-tutton selections
. Stainless ateel blades
. Onl y 12" high -- ideal
for easy shelf storage

PORTABLE
MIXER

CUSTOM AUTOMATIC
CAN OPENER/KNIFE
SHARPENER EC23

888

COFFEE MAKER
,

'

M-1;
. 3-speed selector -switch
on handle'.
. Beaters easy to-release
and clean.
. L igffiweight - beats any mix!

Can Opener Mechanism
Easy to get at
Knife Sharpener takes
any standard household
knife.

8

. Brews 3-7 five ounce cups
of coffee.
. Wrap-around easy pour spout.
. Polished Aluminum Body • wrill easy to read
cup
markings on outside.

8

a

Music Man ,
HOLLY Wool) (UPI)
Stuart Phillips has completed
six songs for the-sequel "Beyond
the Valley of the Dolls."
'1
'Baby Maker'
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Robert Wise, Who produced and
directed "Sound of Music,' will
star Barbara Hershey in "The
Baby Maker" for National General.

11 Piece

•5*

So near, and yet.
RIIHIMAKI, Finland (UPI) -Two policemen, patrolling in a
police car, saw a pair of
suspiciousloaing men come
out of a closed store, hop into a
car and speed away.
The police stepped on the gas
and pve chase. A few minute's
later, almost within touching
distance of their quarry, the
police cruiser ran out of
gasoline. The suspected burglars
disappeared.
$ • *

Somali is the world's
principal source of the inc4nse
resins frankincense and myrrh.
says the National Geographic.

3 Piece

BEVERAGE SET
11-Piece Pebblestone Glasi*are
includes 8-12 or. glasses, ice
bucket, tongs and attractive
metal rack. In Gold or Avocado.

BANKAMERICARD
•-•
13. - .00,e0 ost
II. i71 CIA lig

291

34 PC. Set Melamine

MIX BOWL SET DINNERWARE OVENWARE
,Service for 8 consisting
of the following 8 din-.
ner plates, 8 cups, 8
saucers, 8 cereal towls, •
1 veetable bowl and 1
platter..

Ideal for mixinc. _!hose
delectable food- These
sturdy glass bcY,., c'tme
in 1,2.3 qt. Whi °nit;

BEE AIR SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 9a.m. to Sp.m. 'MONDAY inru SATURDAY

44

for
bakinger"v your
aGnredast
favorite foods
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Rome's Montessori Nursery

If John Patrick Can Walk,
He's Ready for School
BY RAY MOSELEY
ROME (UPI): My wife stood at the door, elmeldeg our
son's hand, and made her announcement:
"This morning John Patrick is going to school."
Hastily I rolled out of
bed. This time she had
gone too far.
"But he's only 14 months
old," I protested. "Whoever
heard of a kid of 14 months
going to school? What can
he learn? He doesn't even
know how to talk. He isn't
even trained..
But they were out the
door. John Patrick's school
days had begun. I suddenly
felt very old.

seemed, would not let her
In the roorn.
I decided to find out on
my OW11.
The school is a Montessori nursery, tucked away in
the corner of a Renaissance
palace in old Rome, and- it
is one of the most umisual
schools in Europe.
years ago a
e Italian woman
remarkable
named Maria Montessori
founded the first of these
schools in a Roman slum,

place now. But the idea of
a nursery for very young
infants is still revolutionary
In educational circles. Experts from all over Europe
come to Rome to see It.
"Even traditional Montessori teachers still tend to
raise an eyebrow and Mader what we can pool"
teach children of this age,
says Mrs. Lillian Barchied,
the director.

es
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By United Press International
Guns around the house? Assume a gun is always loaded,
even when you "know" it isn't.
* * *

To keep gravy from thickening, add 1/4 teaspoon baking
powder before adding thickenThursday, January 22
ing.
The Westside Homemakers
* •
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Jerry Falwell at 12:30 P.
Use leftover Sunday roast to m. Members note change in
make a supply of sandwiches place.
•• •
for school lunches. Grind the
meat, pickles, celery, olives; add The Calloway County High
mayonnaise.
Wrap individual School Band Boosters Club will
sandwiches and freeze.
meet at the school at 7:30 P. in.
* * *
Thechili supper has been cancelled.
• ••
To remove ink stains from
cotton material, soak in, undi- The Wranglers Riding Club
luted alcohol before washing.
will meet at the court house at
* 5*
seven p.
Se.
Furniture should be arranged The Woman's Missionary So.
around a focal point or center city of the Elm Grove Baptist
of interest, such as a fireplace Church will meet at the home
or window.
of Mrs. Albert Crider at two
* * *
p. in. They will later visit the
Westview Nursing Home.
•••
If the family wants hamburger for breakfast, serve it, A coffee for the area captains
says Ethel Diedrichsen, Univer- of the Mothers' March of Dimes
sity of Nebraska Extension food will be held at the Community
and nutrition specialist. You Center on Ellis Drive from 9:30
can always serve low-cost waf- a. m. to 11:30 a. m.
•••
fles with cheese sauce for your
Friday, January 23
main dish at lunch or supper.
The Waiting Wives Club will
•* *
have a dinner at six p. m. at the
Conventional breakfast foods home of Mr. and Mrs. Benny
seem to lose their humdrum Simmons, 812 South 9th Street
teude& with Mrs-Debbie Wiis
aural when -Aiwa ip.
usual- way at a different meal. limns as hostess. Make reservawith
If the children suggest milk tions by Thursday noon
at 7153-3147.
shakes, why not add them to Mrs. Williams
•
•
•
your breakfast menu?
Saturday, January 24
•* *
The Alpha Department of the
Just as a first aid kit fixes Murray Woman's Club will have
the family's scrapes and bruises, its luncheon meeting at the
Miss
carpets should have first aid club house at 12 noon.
be in charge
care, too. Most households have Maude Nance will "Antiques"
materials on hand that will take of the program on
Hostesses, are Mesdames George
care of many stains. Neutral
Hart, Themes Brown, Bun Crawvinegar
(it
detergents, white
Wayne Williams, Sylvia
won't discolor as regular vinegars ford,
Atkins, and Burma Jeffrey.
do), and a solvent to remove
•••
oily stains arc "musts" in a , The Ktriisey PTA men's and
carpet first aid kit.
women'ii basketball teams will
meet the Hazel teams at KirkNot so safe
sey at seven p. m.
•••
NEW YORK (UPI)- In-general, the nation's students conMonday, January 26
stitute a very healthy /segment The quarterly meeting of the

Mr. Sparks Claims Hand
Of Miss Nancy Mullins
In a candlelight ceremony,
solemnized at half after four on
Saturday, December 27, Miss
Nancy Carol Mullins became the
bride of Mr. George David
Sparks at First Baptist Church in
Mayfield.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Gregory
Mullins, Macedonia Road.
Parents of the groom are Mr. and
Mrs. George Vance Sparks of
Owensboro.
The double ring ceremony
was read by Reverend John
Huffman.
Nuptial music was presented
by Miss Carolyn Lyon, organist.
Mrs. Gary Grogan of Louisville,
sang "Because", and "The Song
of Ruth" preceding the
ceremony and "The Lord's
Prayer" after the pledging of
vows.
Vows were exchanged amidst
soft candleglow and foliage.
Towering spiral candelabra
supporting white tapers based in

Murray AAUW
Discussion Meet
At Broach Home
The January meeting of the
Murray branch of A.A.U.W. was
held on January 13th at the borne
of Miss Beth Broach on South 16th
Street.
Members agreed to sponsor
a Valentine Party bar the pupils
enrolled in the public school
tutoring program. Miss Beth Broach and Mrs. Fred Shepardagreed to be in charge of arrangements for the party.
During the meeting, participants also discussed arrangements for the Great Decisions Study
Program. The study group is
chaired by Mrs. Robert Mabry
and will hold its first discussion
at the home of Mrs. Alfred M,
Wolfson on January 27th at 7:30
p.m. The first topic will deal
with United States Military Policy.
The evening's program was
presented by Miss Pauline Campbell and Mrs. Shirley B. Spratt.
Their topic was "The Depletion
and Destruction of Natural Resources." Mrs. Spratt introduced the topic; her introduction
was followed by general discussion and a conclusion by Miss
Campbell,

Symsonia.
For her daughter's wedding,
Mrs. Mullins chose a mint green
silk dress and coat ensemble,
matching accessories and a small
feathered hat. Her corsage was
THERE ARE 20 children
of white glamellias and baby
In the school, the youngest
breath, tied with ivory satin and
a boy of 11 months. The
tulle.
only qualification is that
Mrs. Sparks, mother of the
they first know how to
groom, wore a pastel blue silk
walk. I was astonished
FOR WEEKS I puzzled
dress and coat ensemble with
when I walked into the
over what he could be
accessories to match and a small
schoolroom to find babies
and
they
are
now
spread
doing in school. My wife
jeweled trimmed bow hat. She
totally and happily aball over the world, with
could only murmur somepinned a white glamellia corsage
sorbed in the process, Of
many in the United States.
to her purse.
learning.
thing about climbing step.
Mrs. J. D. Mullins, paternal
The Montessori discovladders. But she really did
grandmother of the bride, wore
One infant sat on the
ery
has
become
commonnot know. The teachers, it
floor, constructing a farm.
a navy blue crepe dress with
A little girl was busy at a
matching accessories and a white
carnation corsage tied with satin
tiny ironing board. A diaper-age boy walked over to
and tulle.
a little dressing table,
Following the ceremony, the
picked up a comb and bebride's parents were hosts at a
gan an awkward attempt to
reception in Fellowship Hall.
comb his hair.
Mrs. George Coryell, Murray,
presided at the guest register.
"The hand is the agent
Serving were Miss Sherry Wyatt,
o('the brain," Mrs. Bardilehuckleberry and holly greenery Mayfield, Miss Linda Harris
td said. "Here they are
Mrs. Margery Beale of Benilluminated the immediate area. Bowling Green, Mrs. Gary
learning to put the hand to
Flanking these within the Grogan, Louisville, Miss Kay ton Route 5, announces the enwork."
They were rairemeni.efhobdaughtar,Raula
Attains,
Oa.
Garrott,
-wertr'tifirellirg
candelabra with white tapers. presented corsages of carnations Kay, to Wallace Wade Wilson,
THE MONTESSORI sysPotted Neahthe-belle palms and outlined with veripted holly. son of mr. and Mrs. Tom Wil—as simple as it
tern Is itit
were placed Mimi Sherrie Dennis, flower girl, son of Hardin, miss Beale is
candelabra
looks. For one thing, all the
throughout the chancel. The handed out tulle wrapped rice the daughter of the late Paul
tasks the children perform
church aisle was highlighted with bags tied with dark red satin W. Beale.
MISS Beale is a 1968 gradhurricane lamps with crystal ribbon.
have been carefully worked
uate of South Marshall High
globes
and
burning
candies,
out and tested over the
School and is presently a junior
accented with satin bows and
For traveling the bride chose at murray,%stabs -university,
years. "If we give a child
greenery.
a heavy knit coat and dress set where she ismaXiring in music,
something that is too diffiPreceding the ceremony,
By Abigail Van Buren
She is a member of the Murray
candles
were lighted by Mr. of pumpkin colored wool with State university choir.
cult for his level, he beoff-white
stitching,
brown
George Coryell. Murray, and Mr.
comes frustrated," Mrs.
Mr. Wilson attended Trigg
DEAR ABBY: Please do not diliclose my name, or where
Gary Grogan, Louisville. The alligator accessories and an County High school. He is presBarchiesi said. "If It's too
this letter is from, just sign it "DISGUSTED WITH
off-white
fur
cloche
hat.
She
wedding party entered on a
ently employed by and part
easy, he's bored."
CELEBRITIES," and let me have my say:
white aisle cloth drawn by Mr. pinned her rose corsage from her owner of the Four Brothers
at
her
bouquet
shoulder.
I am in a business which caters to people who want the
Pat Hackett, Kuttawa, and Mr.
company.
The guiding principle is
After a wedding trip to Trucking
best and expect to pay for it. My problem, Dear Abby, is
Michael Peek, Benton.
Wedding arrangements are into give children freedom to
Gatlinburg,
the
couple
is
now
at complete.
getting my money from some of these celebrities. U I were
Given in marriage by her
do whatever intereete them
father, the bride wore a formal home In Holly tree Manor Apts.
to mention the names of some celebrities who have snick me
In a specially prepared enin
Lexington,
where Mr. Sparta
gown of ivory silk-faced peau de'
vironment.
for thousands of dollars, you'd say I was lying.
soie. Fashioned with a slightly is attending the University of
Don't say, "Suel4hem!" It costs money to sue people,
raised waistline, the empire Ky. College of Law and Mrs.
I discovered the school
and collection agencies take a big percentage of whatever
bodice featured a tulip neckline, Sparks is associated with the
was
once
considered
subthey can get out of some of those deadbeats.
,
and Kabuchi flounced sleeves Lexington pchool System.
versive.
Fascist
dictator
Wirer isessiket ikesociar-Son
- Give me the honest, quiet rich "nobodies" who pay their
Benito Mussolini, who spf—lise
tiezigtred of re -embroidered
ban,' and you can have the celebrities who think they're
thought children should be SIM are unforeseen accidents. WNW will be held at the Cal- Alencon lace applied to English San Franciika, Calif., Mr. and
Miss Mary Smith of Murray
doing you a favor by "honoring" you with their accounts.
taught to carry rifles from it is estimated by the Amerieari vert City Baptist Church at ten illusion. An easy A-line skirt Mrs. David Scott, Sr., has been dismissed from the
IL
DISGUSTED WITH CELEBRITIES
age four, closed the Mon- Public Health Association that G.
fashioned with a deep inverted Milwaukee, Wis., Mr. and Mrs. Western Baptist Hospital, Padu• ••
ler
tessori schools and jailed 17 million young people
pleat was adorned at intervals Tom Gilliam, Mr. and Mrs. cah.
DEAR DISGUSTED: Your complaint is sot • new one.
one or two teachers. Maria the age of 15 suffer accideTntal The Beta Sigma Phi sorority with motifs of the lace pattern, Thomas Blue, Mr. Bill Wilson, of
Most "celebrities" are notoriously inept when it comes to
Montessori went in exile to injuries requiring inedival atten- widl meet at the Community encrusted with tiny seed pearls Louisville, Mrs. Michael Walters,
Center at seven p. in.
managing money. (The smart ones have business managers
India.
tion each year.
which delicately traced the Mr. and Mrs. James R. Lyon,
• ••
intricate lace pattern. Back Miss Marilou Lyon, Miss Glenda Patricia Johnston of Benton.
who dole out a liviag allowance.1
The
Creative
Arts
Depart-reBut this school alone
Interest was created with the
REHEARSAL
Your only protection against celebrities who eat chicken
ment of the Murray Woman's chapel train which flowed in Barnes, Dr. J. Colleen Vance,
mained open throughout
Mr. and Mrs. George Sparks,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy B. Smith, of
feathers the next, is to cheek sad double
sue week-a-iirlit
Club
will
meet
at
the
club
the Fascist era. It had been
graceful panels as she descended Owensboro.
Owensboro, entertained thr
their e
.or deliver C. 0. D.
check the
house at 9:30 a. in. Hostesses the aisle.
started in 1919 by Dr.
Mullins•Sparks wedding party
Mr.
Ronnie
Kaler,
Mr.
and
will be Mesdames Ray Munday,
Adele Costa-Gnocchi, one
Her headdress of Juliet design Mrs. Jim Leonard, Mr. and Mrs. with a rehearsal dinner at the
According to a survey by Henry McKenzie, and Lester
DEAR ABBY: I read your letter from "NO SAINT" and,
of Maria Montessori's closwas poised over her chapel Eddie Grogan, of Nashville, Mrs. Holiday Inn, Mayfield, Friday
a watch company (Bulova), Nanny.
est collaborators in Italy,
can appreciate his problem. I happen to be a SQUARE JOHN
length bouffant veil, designed in Lou belle hielntosh, Mrs. Bob night, December 26.
for every child under six in
•
•
•
and its location behind the
tiers of ivory illusion,
Grogan, Miss Jennifer Grogan, of
(never been convicted) who is associated with the SEVENTH
a household, the American
The Luther Robertson School
Attending were members of
high walls of the old palazThe bride carried a French Frankfort, Mrs. Conrad Jones,
housewife can expect to
STEP FOUNDATION, an organization to assist convicts and
meet
at
the
school
at
PTA
%yak
the
from
safeguarded
it
wedding party and out of
zo
the
consisting
of
bouquet
hand
work
her
Mrs.
to
Earl
hours
Douglass,
Mrs.
Phillip
and
offer
10
quarters
add
jobs,
living
,ex-convicts. We try to find
seven p. m. Miss Ruble Smith white butterfly roses and Saxon, Mr. and Mrs. James D. town guests.
police.
Fascist
We&
friendship, advice and counseling.
will be the speaker. Hostesses glamellia florets outlined with Water, Mr. Steve Douglass, Mr
"NO SAINT" and any others with this problem can write
are Messrs and Mesdames Ted verigated English holly and and Mes Ames E Albritton, Jr.,
Cunningham, Joe Outland, Bill centered with a detachable rose Mr. Garry Grogan, Mr. MAX
to THE SEVENTH STEP FOUNDATION, SAN FRANCISCO,
MARE EVERY GRAVE
Page, and Charles Johnson.
CAL. 94106, and we will direct him to the nearest chapter
corsage. The bouquet was Russell, Mr. and Mrs. Jeny ilarrrn,
• ••
completely over-shadowed with Mr. Dan Miller, Miss Rita Hard.
who will take over from there.
The Great Books Discuision Bristol Faire baby breath and
Sincerely yours,
Miss Pam Garland, Miss Kaye
Group will meet at the Cabo- was tied with candlelight satin Beaman, Miss Kathy Rayburn,
JOHN P FINSLAND, President
way County Public Library at with lengthy stteamersending in of Murray, Mr. David
Porter,
seven p. in.
swirls and lovers knots. Her only Russell Springs, Miss Linda
DEAR MEIN: I have checked you out with the Shell Oil
•
•
•
jewelry was a diamond pendant, Harris, Bowling Green, Mr. and
Compaey kr whim yee work, and you are A-OK. A milliss
By PATRICIA Mr CORMACR
a lace dress and a little while
, The Murray Woman's Bowl- gift of the groom.
Mrs. Joe Day, Mr. Don Franklin,
thanks.
sewA
dress
(UPI)
the
same
York
later
I
saw
New
ing Association will meet at seMiss Kaye Britt, Mayfield was Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Malchow,
Mace 1884
nearest
Columthe
machine
n
of
fabric
in
a
ing
the same
the maid of honor. Bridesmaids
thing to a magic carpet in
bus store window. It was pi ICven p. m. in the meeting room were Miss Pamela Lassiter. Mr. Ken Barrett, Lexington, Mr.
-DEAR ABBY: For reasons of health, I must have all my
the home of the WinfAsi Fitt- ad at WO. The' dress I made
at Corvette Lanes. Plans for the Murray, Miss Libby Berry. Thomas Ryan, Cleveland, Ohio,
teeth extracted soon, and here is my problem. First I should
Miss Susan Bailey, Mr. Martin
tons from Clarksburg, Ohio.
city tournament will be
Mayfield, Mrs. Bill Wilson. Johnson, Mrs. Frank Young, Jr.,
tell you that I am a 5.5-year-old grandmother.
Fultons embarked on
TheBUILDERS OF FINIS
cussed.
was
$35
and
every
bit
cost
teeth
mouth.
My
ugly
Thomas
very
Louisville
and
Mrs.
Abby, I have always had a
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Sherrill, Mr.
•••
a seven-day cruise to Nassau
MEMORIALS
as nice."
Cleveland,
Ohio.
Ryan,
stuck out in front, and to make matters worse, they were
expenses
and
Mrs.
Mike
all
Davis,
day
of
other
the
Porter White .Momper
Tuesday, January 27
Mrs. Fulton, who started to
attendants
were
bridal
The
.of
labors
middle.
the
through
Paducah,
in
the
paid
parted
Mr. and Mrs. DwYane
111 Maple St. 753-2512
sew at the age of 40 when
The Tau Phi Lambda Some- attired in identical formal gowns
Mrs. Fulton at the sewing
Dennis, Canyon, Texas, and Miss
My dentist told me that be could give me a beautiful
active in 4-H clubs, says she -Mat. will meet at the home
velvet
in
Reseda
red.
of
Lyon's
machine,.
nOvcr--bae- mode---onything-- Mee. Jane -Ailey at seven p. in.
mouth with nicely spaced teelli and no sticking out in front. I
The slightly raised empire bodice
Her wardrobe kwlinied -the
without -having to rip out
• ••
was really looking forward to diving my teeth out and
was defined -with a cluny lace
homemade costure that won
stitches-.
about
it,
The Great Decisions Study band of ecru and the accent was
getting a prettier mouth WET telEmy sister-in-law
the trip - first prise in a
sewing contest sponsored by
and she said, "Oh, no, don't de RI It won't look like YOU. A
Some of the tips she passes ,Group of the Murre_i_Rranch repeated at the high neckline.
Of the AALTW will meet at the The back interest of their gowns
the National Orange and the
on to other women who sew:
really good dentist wouId try to make your 'new' teeth look
home 'Of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred was elegantly designated with
American Print, Fabric Counas much like your 'old' teeth as possible."
and
-Go through the pieces
M. Wolson at 7:30 p. m.
cil.
the free flowing -panel of Reseda
Abby, I don't want my "new" teeth to look like my "old"
•••
put in darts before pressing.
red satin. Their headdresses were
I
want
now
life,
and
time,
That way you save
teeth. I've hated those ugly teeth all my
The
Kirksey
Elementary
ShoEXPENSES for the trip
matching velvet rose clusters
pressing them all .at once.
to look as pretty as possible.'
d
PTA
will
meet
at
the
school
from Clarksburg to New York
with circular veils of illusion.
Please tell me if you think I'm wrong. Or is my
at
1:30
p,
in.
with
Mrs. Ken Their bouquets were ststled into
also were a part of the prize
-Never grins a seam '.witholit
sister-in-law? My dentist says it is up to me. He can do it
for being the top seamstress
pressing it. It helps to, avoid Adams of the Murray-Calloway nosegays of wine pomps to
County Library as speaker. Hos- match their gowns and were
among 50.000 entering the
WAITING TO HEAR
that homemstWlook. either way.
competition.
tesses are the third'grade mo- completely overshadowed with
measurements
and
--Take
sew.
waiting
•
But the best part, for the
DEAR WAITING: I don't blame you for
thers.
for a
Bristol-Faire baby breath, tied
make alterations in the pat• ••
mister of the family, a conprettier mouth. Stick with your eriginal idea, and mere
candlelight
satin
lengthy
with
Once
the
cutting.
before
tern
ductor for the -Baltimore and
Wednesday,',January 28
power to you.
streamers.
is more dif_fabric is
Ohio Railroad: Mrs. Fulton's
The Murray State University
changes.
make
to
Miss Sherrie Dennis, cousin of
ficult
was
wardrobe for the - cruise
women',
bridge will meet.it the the bride and daughter,of„Mr.
DE`AR ABBY: Whenever any woman, or groups of
all homemade and thilafiriZ
--!-Pin close to the -nintenal Student Union Building at 7:30 and Mrs. 'DwyaneDennis,
cost just around sing.
women, come to our home, my husband immediately stops
in it doesn't slide.
p. a. U you -have not been (*n- Canyon, Texas, served as flower
Her cruise wardrobe
everything to join us.
gown,
in
evening
Pin baste instead of by hand eeded tall Mrs. Laverne Ryan girl. Her dress was identical to
inch/deg an
ta
come
men)
[or
Whenever
a
man
Tome, this is wrong.
or machine When Possible, at 7112-41116.
the other attendants and for her
Cocktail drones, one light•••
see HIM, I make myself scarce, and I wouldn't think of
That way you don't have to
headpiece she wore a Dior bow
weight coat, two costumes and
ip not besting.
joining the men unless invited.
two lightweight knit day
of matching velvet fabric. She
is
He
company.
mixed
dresses. That's, a lot of,clothes
carried an antique white wicker
It is the same when we are in
Above all, take sour time,
for around COO.
basket from which the dropped
always wherever the women are. What is wrong with him? It
the
funqicsi
Mrs.
Fulton
said
Healthy
Skin
at our
°
Fulton,
Mrs.
mother
of
five,
rose petals. Her brother, Todd
SOMEBODY'S WIFE
le
lb.
I
ever
happened
thing
is very embarrassing.
hemlines
at
the
keeps her
was
ring
Dennis,
bearer,
carrying
There's
norsulalstitute
for
winning
eas
her in haste
knee.
the wedding bands on an ivory
DEAR WIFE: Your husband likes pa be in the presence
first prim in a sewing turnips?
healthy, shining' skin. One
"If she starts making thnse
it
all
em)sys
probably
man.
be
only
satin pillow. ,
the
he's
at the lbws County Fair.
et weasels. And if
of the things that keeps
miniskirtlengths,"
Fulton
fault.
Michael Waiters of
the mere. it's not a serious offense, but rather a petty
said, "we won't have so much
sktn begjthy is a minimum
"I made it in-sueli a Ilia i‘
hee
Owensboro
served as Sest Man.
the
leave
to
feathers)
his
riffling
(without
tied
up
in
us
fabric."
Tell
fif makeup. Most make ups
she amid. "When I went
Ortionistiten 'and ushers were:
The champion at the sewing
I
parties to the bens.
wear it alter the
ran
clog
pores--hiding
dirt
Mr. John Mullins, jr., brother of
Machine reminded her hushorrified.:
rather than getting rid of
tits_ bride, Mr. Norden
band of how meth she saves,
Compton & White Bldg.
What's year problem? You'll feel better U you get list!
Woodwar4 and Mr. Junior Reid,
saOng:
it. A light liquid .foundaLo• Aageles. CaL
"I had the hnitotilinli
year chest. Write to ABBY. Bios W760,
Louisville,
applies!
Mr.
Jim
Lyon,
lion.
with
-a
dampMurray, Ky.
addressed
Dixieland Shopping Center
the wrong side of the hissi.,
WM. For a per11011/1 reply 'same stamped,
Owensboro. and Mr lilehael Reid.
ened sponi:e. is hest.
"NOT LONG -i^n I
sovelispe

I:Deck-444,

Celebrities often —
skip out on bills!

Miss Beale
Engagement
Anneanced
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Sickness
And Tax
Savin;
Medical Expenses Add Up:

When it is a question oft
very few people will ski
cost. In fact, msuiy people
more than they can &Hort
assured of the best medics
available Taxpayers can I
me relief from unusuall]
medical expenses by taki
vantage of the liberal ded
provisions contained in the
cal Revenue Code.
Your medical expenses
3 percent of your adjusted
income are deductible. F
year 1969, medical expens
subject to the 3 percent ri
gar dless of your age and ti
no limit to the amount r
deduct on your Federal i
tar return. Kentucky's Urn
of $0,500.00 for each pa
exemption claimed with as
all limit of $5,000.00 on
arate return or $10,000.0
joint return remains the
for 1969. Taxpayers who
or over are not subject ti
percent limitation on Ke
returns.
Medical Expenses
The most obvious medi
pease is doctors bills. Am,
less obvious expenses ar
pitalization insurance p
ms, cost of eye examinati
glasses, and nurse's fe
nursing services.
Drags and medicines
another source of medic
duction. You can claim a
teal enemas the cost of
and medicines in excesi
percent of your adjusted
Income. Kentucky taxpaye
are 65 or over are not
to the 1 percent limitatioi
excess is then subject It
percent medical expense
tion.
You can deduct any drt

CROSSWORD 1
ACROSS
1-Got up
6-Filaments
11-Take as
-one's own
12-Spares
14-Credit (abbr.)
15•Minute parts

PERSONALS

4-Mis
5.Regard
&Aided
7-Cutting
tools
8-Possess
pronour
9-Rail ram
(abbr.)

RAPP'
la-Orown knvi

zossiewisis

21-Fuss
22-Ireland
24-Before
26-Mast
26-Brook
28-Depression
In cheek
30-Anger
31-Fish eggs
32-Correct
35-Sell to
COnsUmer
38 Arrow
poison
39-River in •
Scotland
4 1 -island in
Mediterranean
42-Air Transport
Service (abbr.)
43-Mine
entrances
45-Place
46 Symbol for
tellurium
47-Ghosts
49-Note of
scale
50-Melodic
52 Mend
54-Bottoms of
shoes
55-Babylonian
hero

Overtime

Sewing Labors Bring
Magic Calyx/ to Missau

fneasur
13 Retail
establis
16 Sailor
(colloo.
19 Comes .
scene
21-Begs
23.Weird
25-Struck
27-Roman
bronze
29 Anger
32.Lasto
33-Goes ir

Ti26

44;
35
42
46

DOWN
1-Dexterobs
language
3 Choose
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Sickness
And Tax
Savings
Medical Expenses Add Up:
When it is a question of health,
very few people will skimp on
cost. In fact, many people vrill pay
more than they can afford to be
assured of the best medical help
available Taxpayers can get some relief from unusually high
medical expenses by taking ad.
vantage of the liberal deduction
provisions contained in the Internal Revenue Code.
Your medical expenses above
3 percent of your adjusted gross
Income are deductible. For the
year 1969, medical expenses are
subject to the 3 percent rule regardless of your age and there is
no limit to the amount you can
deduct on your Federal income
tax return. Kentucky's limitation
of $8,500.00 for each personal
exemption claimed with an overall limit of $5,000.00 on a separate return or $10,000.00 on a
joint return remains the same
for 1969. Taxpayers who are 65
or over are not subject to the 3
percent limitation on Kentucky
returns.
Medical Expenses
The most obvious medical expense is doctors bills. Among the
less obvious expenses are hospitalization Insurance pr emite
ms, cost of eye examination and
glasses, and nurse's fees for
nursing services.
Drugs and medicines are
another source of medical de.
duction. You can claim as medical expenses the cost of drugs
and medicines in excess of 1
percent of your adjusted gross
income. Kentucky taxpayers who
are 65 or over are not subject
to the 1 percent limitation. This
excess is then subject to the 3
percent medical expense limitation.
You can deduct any drugs you

You are probably better off

to have your hospitaitzetion
make payments directly to the
hospital. In this way, you pay
only the net amount you owe,
which is the amount you are en.
titled to deduct from your in.
come on your tax return.
Your hospitalization insurance
premiums are also medical\penses and are deductible. Onehalf of the premium paid for deductible insurance is deductible
without regard to the 3 percent
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HAVE IOU
ANY0E-ThEW
THINGS TO SELL!

SCOPE
Mouthwash
and Gargle

Reg. and
Mint

THEM BRING YOU EXTRA CASH
REGULAR & NEW MINT

Rugs
Guns
Tools
Boats
Tents
Books
Plants
Pianos
Stoves
Radios
Skates

Extra Large

FEW-

Size

OF

$1.98 Value

MANY
.

. the effective toothpaste
- $1.09 VALUE -

660

DENTAL

Family

VALUES!

Trunks
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MUTIMa Mil %ID@
22
43 Part of

34-Swirls, like
rushing *Mei
35.Retrsat
36-Spanish
peninsula

church
44 Let it stand
47-The sun
48 Resort
51 Maiden loved
by Zeus
53 Indefinite

37-Anon
40-Goddess of
healing

article

Service (abbr.)

43-Mine
entrances
45-Place
46-Symbol for
tellurrom
47-Ghosts
49-Note of
scale
50-Melodic
52-Mend
54-Bottoms of
shoes
55-Babylonian
hero
DOWN
1-Dexterofis
2-Artificial
language

3-Choose

for the Supreme Court
NAMED TO HIGH COUIN-Nominated
Carswell, 50, smiles
by President Nixon, Judge G,Harrold
Fla. With him is his
Tallaharwee,
uewsmen
in
talks
to
he
as
Court of Anneals.
wife, Virginia. He is a judge of the 'U.S.
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even if your meet
Pedal safely
buy whether they are ordered by limitation, but the deduction is spent on nursing service. The $100.00,
tests above.
a prescription from your doctor limited to $150.00. The remaind- nursing services portion will be
NEW YORK (UPI)- If youi
If "sick pay" payments from
or not. Headache and cold reme- er is deductible, but subject to deductible.
youngster rides a bike, he should
your
employer
are included
If your doctor "orders" you
dies are just as deductible as the regular 3 percent limitation.
the wages shown on your with- be taught the rules of the goad.
penicillin, but such things as Also, Medicare withholdings to take a long trip around the
holding alips, you should sub- He should never give anyone
toothpaste, cosmetics and shav- Dein Social Security checks are world for health reasons- with or
handlebars. Ode
tract
the proper amount from a lift on the
the.
ing cream are not drags and the- deductible in the same manner without a nurse - don't start
million persons are involved in
your
income
in
the
place pro- cycling accidents each year, acof a large income tax derefore are not deductible.
as other medical insurance pre.
duction. The expense of the trip vided on the first page of your cording to authorities.
Hospitalization Insurance
mituns.
tax return Form 1040. Form
Is not deductible.
Payments received from hos- Your Health Check-up
2440 may be used to calculate
* * *
pitalization plans are not income Most medical expenses result Sick Benefits
Sick benefits are not counted this adjustment to gross incoand do not have to be reported from injury or sickness, but you
Brush garments and houseon your return. For example, do not have to be sick to incur as income. Here is what you me. You are entitled to exclude hold textiles frequently. Dust,
say you were hospitalized in a medical expense. If you go to can receive free of tax from this amount from your income dirt, and grime have a cutting
1968 and the bill for the hos- the doctor for a check-up or con- your employer or his insurance even if you do not itemize deduc- action on textile fabric, advises
tions, pital and surgeon came to sultation about your health, you company.
the National Institute of Dry1. Payment for medical ex$420.00. Your hospitalization have incurred a deductible mediCanada has the world's 'leaning.
paid $300.00 toward these ex- cal expense. When your expense penses of the employee or mem- longest natural gas pipeline,
* * *
penses. You subtract the amount is for preventing, detecting or bers of his family.
'stretching 2,423 miles from
inpermanent
2. Payment for
you were reimbursed from the treating a physical or mental
Alberta to Montreal.
Scientists are searching for a
amount you paid, and claim the ailment, it is a deductible medi- jury if it is not based on Wile
absent from work.
difference of $120.00 as medical cal expense.
Fabric' authorities say there solution to the problem of the
expense.
If you travel to receive a doc- 3. Damages for injury or sick-is an increased demand for ever-increasing amount of disWrappings
Timing is important in claim- tor's treatment or medical care, ness.
ishites, lights and pastels in wool posable packages.
ing medical deductions. When you the cost of your transportation 4. Payments under Workmen's ,at and suit fabrics for women that dissolve are one poesabil
go to the doctor you have incurr- Is deductible as a medical ex- Compensation Act.
.1- sell Sr. men's sport coatings. ity.
ed a medical expense, but you pense. Car expense for this pur- 5. Payment up to $100.00 per
can't get a medical deduction pose is limited to Sc per mile.
week for loss of wages while
until you actually pay the bill. Nurse's Fees
you
are absent due to injury or
You may run into a situation
Major sickness or surgery is sickness, except that the first
like paying a hospital bill in usually followed by a long period
is taxable unless
December and not being reim- of recovery, If you hire a nurse 30 days' pay
75 percent or less
you
are
paid
bursed by your hospitalization during this period or at any time,
of your normal salary. If you do
plan until January. You can do you can deduct the cost ofthe nurmeet the 75 percent test there is
one of two things.
sing services performed. If your a 7-day waiting period unless
(1) If you deduct your medical nurse performs household dutyou are hospitalized for one day.
expenses and the following year ies, her salary will be apportion'The
limit in the first 30 days is
your hospitalization insurance ed according to the time actually
$75.00 per week rather than
reimbursed you, the reimburse.
meat is reported as income if
your original deduction reduced
your taxes.
(2) it you know the amount you
are to be reimbursed, you could
treat your payment as anadvance
and deduct only the medical expenses in excess of the reimbursement you min receive.

Answer to

4-Mix
ACROSS
5-Regard
1-Got up
6-Aided
6-Filaments
7-Cutting
11-Take as
tools
8-Possessive
tine's own
pronoun
12-Spires
14-Credit (abbr.)
9-Railroad
15•Minute parts
(abbr.)
14111frese- - -ttipallalleSatess
18-=tswki i
meesure (pl.)
13-Retail
establishment
21-Fuss
16-Sailor
22-Ireland
(calico.)
24-Before
19-Comes on the
25-Mast
scene
26-Bract,
28-Depression
21- es
M cheek
23-Weird
25-11truck
27-Roman
s
sass
bronze
32-Correct
29-Anger
35-Sell to
32-Lasso
T- consumer
33-Goes in
38 Arrow
poison
39-R1.w in •
Scotland
41 Island in
Mediterranean
42iAlr Transport

As

Distr. by united

eature

Syndicate, or.

JONES
AVIATION
offers

Jewelry
Bicycles
TV Sets
Clothing
Cameras
Antiques
Furniture
Livestock
Diamonds
Fish Poles
Used Cars
Auto Tires
Aquariums
Row Boats
Golf Clubs
Typewriters
Motorcycles
Used Trucks
Refrigerators
Baby Buggies
Electric Motors
Farm Machinery
Store Equipment
Infant's Clothing
Sewing Machines
Office Equipment
Movie Equipment
Nursery Furniture
Building Material
Outboard Motors
Sports Equipment
Vacuum Cleaners
Fishing Equipment
Washing Machines
Heating Equipment
Musical Instruments
Camping Equipment
Plumbing Equipments
Children's Playthings
Electrical Appliances
Dogs, Cats, Parakeets

ONLY A FEW OF MAN) HAIR CARE VALUES DISCOUNT PRICED
NEW DAWN HAIR COLORING

Head&SItoultle"

14 Shitdes

ro• tow opoHAViii eratrafrod,
$2 Value

to Choose From

_,2*."141Mittleft
SHAMPOO

BRECK LIQUID SHAMPOO! Save!
3/
1
2-oz - 69c ea. Value _ _ _ 2 for '1
7-oz. - 5 I.19•Value
78e
15-oz. - '1.98 Yalue
'1.44
VITAL'S HAIR CONDITIONER
87" ea Value
2 for Si
VO-5 SHAMPOO
78*
Reg

1): Suvx r Lather
oz

BONANZA!
Liquid
Jar
Tube
Vern/4er

Your
Choice!
$128

YOUR CHOICE!

COMMAND LIME

$1 Value

SPRAY DEODORANT

-

66*

ONLY ONE OF MANY BABY VALUES!

$1.15 Value

ENNEN BABY MAGIC

781

ONLY

ban

A
FEW

DEODORANT

OF
MANY
EODORAN
00:C
VALUES!

Johnson & Johnson

cUO‘Ce

66

81e. ea. Value

SHEER STRIP All

Roll-On, 1.5 oz. - $1.09 Value
Spray, 4 oz. - $1 Value
Dry Ban Spray, 4 oz.

ide -2 11

Save On Cold Remedies
and Pain Relievers

$1.19 Value

Congespirin
It Really Works!

36 Tablets

C':

MANY_

NOTHING WILL SELL-IT-VASTER

COLD

790 ea Value

2 boxes '1

CONTAC Cold Capsules
$1.59
Value

Cold fever
produit-sli,
day, all niciht
relief'

acme()

THAN

VALUE

ER -6/.

WANT ADS
CALL

153-1916
--•

_

PH. 753-8304
BEL-AIR SHOPPING
CENTER

, store

hours

9-,9 WEEK DAYS
1-6 SUNDAY
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Sports Parade

MURRAY,

$150,000-Bing Crosby National
Pro—AM Tournament Begins Today,

Agnew May Play
In Desert Classic

Gonzales And LA Tops Bucs
Layer Meet
Friday Night

By United Press International

New Orleans may have lose
another turn "at bat" today.
PALM SPRINGS, Calif.
more than a game Wednesday
HA can make the Hall or
UPI)— Comedian Bob Hope, an
the elements, generally a lot of
Fame or he can miss it again.
night. The Bucs could lose their
By JOE SARGIS
ccasional golf partner of
rain,
soggy
fairways and
slugger
Pittsburgh
former
Western Division lead it center
UPI Sports Writer
President Nixon, says Vice
NEW YORK (ILP1)—ito mat- The
greens, and a cold wind, will be
Red Robbins' ankle Wary is
President Spiro Agnew tentater how old a man ever who now does the New York
the winner Sunday afternoon.
NEW YORK (UPI)-- "Maybe
TV and radio
more severe than expected.
tively has agreed to play in the PEBBLE BEACH, Calif.
becomes, to his mother he's Mets' games for
Palmer, Nicklaus and Casper,
it
can
help
older
players
like
to kid
Isn't
going
to
try
the
Robbins
on
winners
sprained
Classic
his
Picking
ankle
Bob
Desert
Hope
UPI)—
always "my boy."
like all the others, manage to
me," said Pancho Gonzalez, with
really
doesn't
anybody
that
it
business,
37
seconds remaining as
pro tour is risky
tournament next month.
Ralph Kiner is 47 now and a
get in a couple of complaints
"but it isn't really tennis."
New Orleans dropped a 100-96
The Desert Classic, scheduled especially one like the $150,000 but they wouldn't miss the
lot more than than he is boy matter.
The
41-year-old
graying
lion
Stiff Competition
decision to Los Angeles that
r Feb. 4-8, during its first Bing Crosby National pro-am Crosby for anything. Palmer
but confesses he falls into that
"Some ballplayers might try of the courts, who will meet narrowed the Bucs lead to
same category as far as his
hour rounds teams outstanding which begins today over three never has won the Crosby, but
Rod
Laver
in
a
$10,000
winnerto tell you it doesn't mean
three games over Denver.
mateur contestants with pro seaside courses on the rain- Casper was the champ in 1958
mother is concerned.
take-all match Friday night, Indiana
increased its Eastern
axtners. Agnew plans to play swept Monterey Peninsula.
She still worries about him. anything, but in his heart each was referring to the introducand 1963 and Nicklaus NMI in
But Bobby Lunn, off to a 1967.
In two of the four pro-am days.
She still shares all his joys and one knows that it does," says tion of the "sudden death" Division margin over second!gnat, who figures to get ample
place Kentucky to 91/2 games
played a snappy start this year, had
Hope recently
all his sorrows.
George Archer took the •
provision in his best-three-of- with a 97-90
victory in the only
private round of golf with little trouble playing Cypress Crosby last year and is back to
Mrs. Beatrice
Kiner of competition this time around five sets
with the great other
American
Basketball
President Nixon at the Lake- Point and Spyglass Hill in the defend his title.
Alhambra, Calif., is 86 but still
from Early Wynn, Lou Boud- Australian in the Madison Association action.
Country Club course. The rain over the last two days, and There also are 168 amateurs
side
follows the annual baseball Hall
Square Garden Invitation tourRobbins, scheduled to play
of Fame balloting closely. The reau, Enos Slaughter, Phil nament.
comedian did not disclose looks like the man to beat when in the field and they play along
for the West in Saturday's AU.
reason is obvious. Her "boy," Cavarretta, Alvin Dark and
whether he talked to the the firing began.
for three rounds before the low
"I know the promoters are Star Game
Phil Rizzuto, among others.
in Indianapolis,
"Even though it's early in the 40 teams advance for the final
President
about playing in the
Ralph, has been right up there
trying to find a way to make scored 20 points
If
he
doesn't
make
it
this
before his
year I'm plying better now round Sunday.
tournament he sponsors.
in the voting the past few years
time, getting in gets increasing- tennis fit into a TV time slot, injury. Club physicians will
than I did at the end of last
but didn't quite make it.
ly tougher inasmuch as Yogi and I know they'd like to find a examine his ankle more fully
Waiting Is Tough
Agnew will have as one of his year," said Lunn. "It's all a
way to let fans know approxi"Everytime I dou't she's very Berra becomes eligible for the mately what time a match will today to determine the extent
partners, in the matter of confidence and I
amateur
disappointed," K 1 ii e r says. first time next year and Sandy be over," Gonzalez said. "But of the injury.
will team with think I can win here, although
which
threesome
"The hard part is having to tell Koubix the year after that. the best matches, the most George Stone led Los Angeles
Sen. George it won't be easy."
U.S.
pro,
a
Don't forget Warren Spahn will
with 20 points, while Steve
her `wait'll next year."
It never is, and 168 pros take
Murphy, R.CaLif. Under the
dramatic,
the
ones
fans
remembe
coming
around
for
his
turn
Jones of New Orleans had a
The, results of the latest
Classic, a off after the top prize of $25,000
Desert
of
the
format
ber
most,
clearly
have
always
game-high 22 points.
balloting conducted by the pretty soon, too.
plats with each today, evenly split in groups
differed COp
Kiner retired at the end of been the long ones that were in
Mel Daniel's two free throws
Baseball Wris' Association of
during the four playing Cypress, Spyglass Hill
team
amateur
doubt up to the last point in the midway in
the fourth quarter
America are to be announced the 1955 season and became third, or even fourth hour."
selected in and Pebble Beach. They play
are
pros
The
0 days.
enabled Indiana to record its
HOUSTON (UPI) — Houston
today in the midtown 20th-floor eligible for the first time in
the tournament. one round on each course and
before
drawing
Under
the
sudden-death
rule
1960.
Ask
him when he first
35th win against only eight
office of the baseball commisthe low 70 and ties advance. to Oiler Coach Wally Lemm says
president's plans
vice
The
which
will
be
in
effect
for
grasped the real significance of
losses. The Pacers lost a 15.
Pebble. his new 'quarterback, Charley
sioner.
not call for him to be her the final on Sunday at
Pancho and Rod, if any set
when
Kentucky
A total of 53 of 1969's top 60 Johnson, acquired Wednesday
Kiner, who hit 369 home runs being elected into the Hall of reaches 5-all the men will begin point lead
days of th
two
first
the
during
and established a major league Fame and he answers candidly". a 12-point game, alternating staged a second half rally that
money winners are in this in
the first major trade
pro-amateur segment and
"Five years after I retired."
had the Colonels in front 77-75
record that even Babe Ruth
will be select year's field, among them No. 1 between the American and
golfer
amateur
services.
First
man
to
score
Ralph
Kiner doesn't play coy
•I II re Daniel's go-ahead
charicouldn't match by leading the
to stand in for Agnew thos Frank Beard, No. 2 Dave Hill, National Football conferences,
seven points wins the "sudden
Jack Nicklaus, Arnold Palmer, Is no superman but he might
National League in homers discussing what the electioe death," is awarded two games ty tosses.
days.
Roger Brown and Bob NetoBilly Casper, Lee Trevino, PGA come to the rescue of a wobbly
seven consecutive seasons, gets means to him.
'
It also means a lot to a and the set at 7-5. Should the cky led the Pacers with 25
Ray Floyd and U.S. Houston team.
champ
certain lady In Alhambra, first 12 points be split 6-6, the tots each. Louis Dampier and
starting
Orville
Moody.
traded
Open
king
Oilers
The
Calif., because she Still shares players change sides and start
el Carrier netted 21 apiece
Casper won the Los Angeles quarterback Pete Beiathard and
all the joys and all the sorrows another run of 12 points.
Kentucky.
Open to launch a $7 ruilliwpro coruerbact Miller_ fur le the
On
night,
Parch),
Wfdresday
of her "boy.''
year two weeks ago and Dale St. Louis Cardinals for Johnson
and Laver, tuning up for their
Douglass took the Phoenix last and defensive back Robert
head-to-head battle, teamed in
I %inlay.
Atkins.
• ---. doubles znatria against Roy SPECK-Fil.GA LIAM
g
Weather is theIbtgal
The Oilers' quarterback probto meet today's deadline.
Emerson and Andres Gimeno,
By United Press Internotlonal
shot.
here. The'man who conquers lem —they used three different
"As mayor, my obligation
and it was the sudden death DETROIT (UPI) — Fred
Once- beaten Pennsylvania
men during the 1969 season —
this point is clearly to protect system that Gonzalez and Rod Speck, a 22-year-old
DePaul paid the price for won its 13th game, beating
center, was
culminated with the 56-7 loss to
the investment of the tax- took advantage of to win at 4-6, recalled by the Detroit Red facing a potent
half-million Temple, 68-59, on sophomore
Oalrlond in the AFL playoffs.
paying citizens of this city, 8-6, 8-6. Each of the final sets, Wings Wednesday from
their dollar star.
Bob Morse's 16 points in the
The four-man trade was the
whether they be baseball fans when they reached 6-all, were Fort Worth club in
Bob
Lanier,
the
6-11,
265the
Central
SEATTLE (UPI) — Mayor or not," Uhlman said.
second half, and all five
first major manipulation since
decided on the tie-break sys- Hockey League and will join pound St. Bonaventure who is
Villanova starters hit in double
Wes Uhlman told the American
"Acting on assurances
the American and National
tem.
the team in time for tonight's sure to start a price war figures during a 96-68 win over
League and Pacific Northwest the Pilots would be her
Football leagues merged earlier
Emerson and Gimeno were game with the Chicago Black between the rival National and
at
Internatinnol
tvrinbill
By
United
Press
a
Boston College in
Sports Inc. they will be Seattle taxpayers invests tabbed to
this month.
oppose Pancho and Hawks.
American
Basketball
associaPhiladelphia's Palestra.
defendants in a multi-million some $3 million in S
The first trading period
Laver because they were the
tions after-the season, scored 28
Mike Caruso netted 13 of 14 Villanova 96 Boston Coll 68
dollar damage and anti-trust Stadium, to af-Y nothing of thc losers in the bob-tailed
between
the divisions began
"tourpoints
and
collected
22
rebounds
Roanoke Coll 90 VM1 79
suit if the Pilots are moved out public's investment thus far 'lament."
Monday
and
was expected to
Emerson bowed to
Wednesday night in the Bon- free throws and scored 19 lighnbrg 81 Dc.kosn 66
of Seattle.
the proposed domed stadium,' Fred Stolle in a pro set match,
banish forever the signing wars
Dies'
83-59
victory
over
DePaul.
points
Ohio
as
No.
71
Findlay
60
Creighton
stopped La
Uhlman said at a news the mayor said.
Burns to Light Stars
of the early 1960s.
10-6, and Gimeno went out in a
It was the Ilth win in a row Salle, 86-77; Tom Daley and Bluffton 75 Defiance 67
eonference Wednesday the city
MINNEAPOLIS(UPI)— Char- for
Uhlman, an attorney,
sudden death pro set match to
unbeaten
St.
Bonaventure,
a Ron Kodish combined for 41 Miami, 0, 87 West Mich 56
was preparing legal action that in addition to'preparing for Ken
lie Burns, who has guided the string
Rosevrall, 12-10.
that includes the title points that assisted Peon State Okla City 73 Arkansas 70
because it appeared the efforts a legal battle, he was as
KIDNEY DANGER SIGNALS
Stolle then defeated Rosewall, Minnesota North Stars to three game in the Holiday Basketball In beating West
Virginia, 81-69; Toledo 82 BwIng Gm n 76
Getting up nights,
of local businessmen to save Sens. Henry M. Jackson and 6.3, 7-5,
to capture the top ties and two losses in five Festival last December.
"
rifictrlaCHE
Tim
La.
Tech
79
La.
Coll
71
Harman's
26
points
led
the franchise for Seattle were Warren G. Magnuson, both D- money of $2,000 offered on games as acting coach, was
ni.an" lityknighz:i
aceens
•
St. Bonaventure's point total Toledo to an 112-7.5 upset win St. Bevntre 83 DePaul
pointed head coach et the cat
failing.
abort a tte se..0 annengs. over
mash.. to Pursue leetta
Wednesday's program.
Bowling
itt
03
'Green
Kea%
St.
00
and
HOckey
League
team
National
ige
•
"DeVtitracr4;V:2
The league has given a specifically
K
making
fifth best in the country, but it Oklahoma City posted a
MI
GIJLATZ ,0155AGE. Your
ac back
73-70 Butler 94 Evansville 88
for the rest 'of the season was easily enough to
businessmen's group, headed by league baseball subject to
ItHoiand
not plesulinl
Drva ce.
2 hours. NOW at
clip
triumph
over
Wstmnstr
62
St.
Vncnt
57
Arkansas
behind
EAST-WEST GAME
Tuesday by general manager DePaul with its
theater owner Fred Danz, until trust laws.
sixth loss in 15 Charlie Wallace's 19 points.
Penn St. 81 West Vir. 69
Wren Blair.
2 p.m. (PST) today to complete
Uhlman said he had seat
i games.
ST. LOUIS (UPI)— The Na- Blair said Burns will remain Lanier
for telegram to AL President J
arrangements
financial
paced the Bonnies to a
purchase of the club from Cronin, baseball Commissioner tional Hockey League will play as head coach next season if he 42-19 halftime lead with 16
remaindet
during
the
Its
does
well
1972
annual East-West All.
Pacific Northwest Sports.
Bowie Kuhn and all AL cl
points and 14 rebounds.
Star Game in the home rink of of this campaign.
The biggest problem to presidents, requesting a m
Mike Grosso's two foul shots
2the Minnesota North Stars and
overcome is the Bank
ing on the Pilot situation
with 36 - seconds remaining
California's call for immediate time and place to be designat the 1973 game in Madison
helped Louisville nip Wichita
Square Garden, it was an- KITZBUEHEL, Austria State, 59-58.
payment of a $3.5 million lean by yoe."
Grosso led the
nounced
Wednesday.
Incurred by the incumbent
The telegrams did not spec
UPI)—Dumeng Giovanoli of Cardinals with 17 ,points and
The league's board of gover- Switzerland finished first in the sealed
owners of the Pilots.
cally contain the threat of
Louisville's triumph by
A spokesman for the Danz lawsuit, but the mayor said, " rs had previously announced second heat of the two-day grabbing a loose ball with five
the 1971 game will be Hahnenkamm giant slalom to seconds left that
group admitted late Wednesday think that was heavily
prevented—
layed in the Boston Gardens. win the gold medal.
It would be virtually impossible plied."
Wichita from getting of a last
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer -
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Johnson Could
Help Houston

ARM IN A SUNG, but this
on her shoulders. She is on
back to their homes in Bia1

Thct Nixon I
Viewed From

Depaut Pays—Price

Seattle Is
Preparing
Legal Action

B

College Basketball
Scores

relASCO

Monte Carlo
-Set To Go .

SPECIAL
PIECE GOODS SELL - OUT
TO MAKE ROOM FOR NEW
Merchandise All Ready Arrived
100 % DACRON
DOUBLE KNIT, MACHINE
•

WASHABLE — FAiNCYS
SOLIDS 58" TO 60" WIDE
REG. 7.98
pn 'PER YO.
er— UNCLE JEFF
PER YD.
CLOSE OUT

1 TABLE OF
DARK GOODS
t 1-00
Values to
$1.98 2 YDS —
PER YD

1 TABLE OF LACE & TRIM
Values to 79' yd.

9C

PER YD

•
dit

MONTE
CAR LO, Monaco
(UPI)—The 60 finalists in the
Monte
Carlo
Rally today
tackled the final time trials
with Porsche works cars in a
strong position to become the
first team to gain three
consecutive victiint§teegince the
event began in 1911.
The West German 2.2 liter
cars held the first, third and
fourth positions with a lone
French Alpine Renault challenging in second place after
the second stage of the six-day
rally ended Wednesday.
Favored to repeat last year's
victory was Sweden's. Bjorh
Waldegaard
in the leading
Porsche. Only a sudden fall of
snow in the mountain passes in
today's decisive test could
upset Porsche.
Jean Pierre Nicolas, in the
French
car
lighter
would
welcome the slippery conditions
to get past the more powerful
Porsches which held a one
minute and 52-second lead.
Strenghtening Porsche's chances were the third and fourth
place cars ' of Frenchman
Gerard Larrousse and Swede
Ake...Andersson, only seconds
tilehind the French car.
The highest-placed Lancia,
driven by Finn Sifeo Lampinen,
was in fifth position ready to
take advantage, of any Mistakes
hy the leaders. Britain's Roger
Clark in sixth plage headed the
Ford challenge.
None of the leaders had any
additional penalty points, ailrills said.
MARIBOR, Yugoslavia (UPI)
— Annamarie Proell, a 16-year.
old Austrian, won the Pohoijel
giant slalom for the women's
world alpine skiing cup.

Pollenex"

NEW!

DANIEL P. MOYNIH
--Esithi Pieria
Written for UPI

The 'iteat thing abed•'IS
that it put an end to the 19
That decade, for the men
may have a worse reput
than it will be accorde
history, but all the good t
had run out by the end, an
nation desperately needi
fresh start. I think we ha1
that now. The 1970's are
to be different. They hold 1
prospect of being better.
President Nixon's inau
address was, in a sense
first event of the year
asked us to lower our vs
e did so, and our term
tures lowered in the proce
became possible to hear
owdier. Communication
nemus,- eau insu le a igen
national community.
The nation had been
through a nervous breal
of sorts. I believe tha
behind us now. There has
nerve
of
a recovery

r

ik

2,000-Yc
On Disi

Deep Heat Massager

Dial the soothing
action you want
• Intro-Red Heat • Massage Only
plus Massage • Infra -Red tow• In4a-Red
Heat Only
* Off
Hi-Heat Only
47

f This la a doss-up vi
what's loft of it—now

0

Reg. 949

52,38T'

Brings penetrating INFRA-RED heat and gentle or vigorous massage for
quick, temporary relief of minor pains often associated with:
Arthritis simple
Tension
Muscular
Sinusitis Headache
USE OUR EASY
Rheumatism Discomfort
CREDIT OR...
due to
Bursitis
Neuralgia
Backache
tension
BANKAMEP ,ARD

Atta
BONUS! These

ch nii
Extra
e ts

OTASCQ,

Chin end Seely Contour Atlachmallit Stein lannsinew lineament

9-6 MON. -'SAT.
CLOSED SUNDAYS

BEL-AIR SHOPVNG CENTER
753-8391

Written Especially for
HIGH IN the. Alban 1
wood and the celebrated t
stands serenely, in solemi
Here, 40 years ago, twc
were found—pleasure sh
who ruled A.D. 37:41. Th
lake for nearly 2,000 yes
from the rest of the wort
Atisong other valuables
interest cense to light. TT
the area and the old still
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New Reading Method Is
Guaranteed By Company
In Texarkana, Tex., for example, Dorsett Educational Systems of Norman, Okla., has
Equality of opportunity long contracted to raise the reading
has been a goal of American and math level of several
education. But even more that hundred students by one grade
Is fully realized, an even more level or it will be assessed a
ctramatic goal has been identi- financial penalty.
Now, an Illinois publisher,
fied: Equality of results.
However distant, that objec- Open Court Publishing Co., is
tive is the full realization of willing to guarantee in writing
something that no other nation to any school district that
to its reading
ever has attempted in educa- subscribes
students will
that
progra,m
It
.
competence
Universal
tion:
says that every child is assured achieve at the appropriate
of achieving in school up to the grade level. The publisher
level of his intellectual limita- agrees to make a refund to the
school system in direct proportion.
Such a goal imposes on school tion to the number who fail to
systems heretofore unprece- achieve.
Open Court is willing to
dented requirements for acoountability. Dr. Leon M. accept any nationally recogLessinger, associate U.S. com- nized achievement test as a
missioner of education, urges a measure of the enrolled
'zero reiect system" in which students' attainment.
M. B. Carus, publisher of
schools guarantee a minimum
competence on the part of their Open Court, describes his
firm's system as an "intensive
students.
Performance contracting on phonics method" and says it is
the part of education technolo- highly structured- providing a
AIM IN A SLING, but this Nigerian woman has a good head
gy companies and book publish- teacher with a specific lesson
on her shoulders. She is one of tens of thousands streaming
ers is a step In that direction. for each day. It is a correlated
back to their homes in Biafra. now that the civil war is over.
language program, coordinating
spelling and interesting
spring, for example, the admi- writing,
content with reading fundamenwe
if
that
proposed
nistration
are to pursue a national goal of tals.
Carus said the company's
eliminating poverty, perhaps
three
collecting experience in the last
stop
we should
it it can
Income tax from persons living years has convinced
guarantee grade level attainbelow the poverty line.
ment. Some 500,000 children
Places Floor Under Income
in a across the nation now are using
the
In
President
August,
By DANIEL P. MOYNIHAN
restoration of confidence in
Court system in their
meseige--te Coegress proposed tbe Open
our selves.
Counsellor to the President
program, classes.
assistance
family
the
Written for UPI
Transition Slightly Miraculous
designed to place a floor under
Part of the restoration to
income-of ,ever*-American
the
-171SOBEDTENCE"--faeth
The 'iteat thing about 1969
coiiiicferice
family, and to do so with work GUED
Mat it put an end to the 1960's. relative ease by which the incentives and job training
That decade, for the moment, nation once again went through
incentives,
may have a worse reputation a transition of government, In December the White House WASHINGTON, (UPI') -The
than it will be accorded in changing parties and presidents Conference on Food, Nutrition, government's top lawyer has
history, but all the good things In a ritual which, _however and Health met in Washington, told the Supreme Court that to
had run out by the end, and the familiar, we all know to be culminating a series of events permit a draftee to choose not
nation desperately needed a something of a miracle. One or by which the elimination of to fight in a specific war, such
as
Vietnam, could seriously
fresh start. I think we have got two dozen nations on earth hunger
became an avowed
that now. The 1970's are going manage it. That is all. And they national goal and is being undermine the nation's principle of majority rule.
to be different. They hold every are rightfully proud, for it is translated
specific Solicitor General Erwin N.
into a
not something mankind is good
prospect of being better.
.
national program.
Griswold argued Tuesday that
President Nixon's inaugural at.
Finally, in the very last days if conscientious objectors
an
the
The President has begun
address was, in a sense,
the
President's
of December at
Irst event of the year. He era of reform, stressing not so urging, the Congress endorsed properly refuse to fight in
ed us to lower our voices. much new goals as more the principles of the Philadel- Vietnam on moral grounds,
other citizens could ignore
e did so, and our tempera. effective ways to attain them.
ensure minority desegregation laws because of
A jobs and income strategy phia Plan to
es lowered in the process. It
employment in federally assist- "conscientious scruples against
e possible to hear one has been launched to deal with
ed construction programs. A retnitai
raggity,,,,
their. Communication re- the urgent issue of when and
of talk bad
bens"' Or rare, poverty.
;AM 111211b II
'gametes
;Decry ts
for
time
The
results.
brough
of John 1.1. Sisson Jr., of
national community.
simple. What the 0061' need is
action had come. And, Lincoln Mass., who was cbeThe nation had been going income. The way for them to concrete
again, the nation acted.
victed in March, 1969, of
through a nervous breakdown et it Is through jobs, or once
In great ways and srfiall the refusing induction because he
of sorts. I believe that his come supplementation.
as an opposed the Vietnam War.
A simple Ulna, but one of environment emerged
behind us now. There has been
that will dominate the
of
nerve,
a recovery
eat power, Early in the Issue
1970's. This itself was part of a
changing social environment. It
may well turn out to be an
N.* vada County, Ark., is
illusion, but what a relief from named for the State of Nevada
the nightmares of the decade because they both have the same
which 1969 brought finally to a general shape.
not unhopeful end

SNO-JOB
SALE

By NREDERICK H. TREESH
United Press International

4-

.4..

We were the victims of a "Snow-Job"! We bought heavy for the Christmas
season. The RCA salesman who calls on us snowed us under, and now we
have to mve it out. Here are some of the items we must move. If you don't
think we will deal at a rock bottom dollar, come try us! Prices are good only
while the snow-(job) lasts.

RCA...Big family-size screen!
Low,low pricefor Console Color
with fabulous A.F.T.I

*

*

ThNixon Domestic Record,
Viewed From White House

**
*

tiM TERM
"You Just Can't
Beat This Deal"

*

;

*

BRAVE SOULS CAN SAVA-BUNDLE)

*

"me

THURSDAY - JANUARY 22, 1970

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

_
vrosrirowitsses

2000-Year-Old Ships
On Display in Italy

The PORTLAND
Model OPA-539
23. dose.. 295 sq in picture

• Glare-Proof Picture Tube
• Beautiful Walnut Cabinet

• Giant 25" Screen
• Automatic Fine Tuning

Listed -below are other items we have marked down for this Sno-Job Sale.
on this type sale, but due to weatherconditions we will accept phone orde
- y.
mkt,.

*
*

"" Check These Items For Big Money Savers . .
Solid State Color Console
'110.00 OFF

Maple Color Console
SAVE '90.00
- 3 ONLY -

•

- 2 ONLY e

Black & White Console
MARKED DOWN '30.00

•

Black & White Portables
from
'77.77

_•
/

,

Maple Stereo Console
5214.88
3 Only!

AM FM TRANSISTOR

RADIOS
at cost '16.88

AM-FM-FM Stereo
; This is a dose-up view of one of Caligula's ships-e•
what's left of it-now on exhibit in the Lake Nemi Museum.
Sy STEVE UNIT
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
HIGH IN the, Alban Hills of central Italy, near the sacred
wood and the celebrated temple of the goddess Diana, Lake Nem
stands serenely, in solemn tribute to its historic past.
Here, 40 fears ago, two of the oldest ships known in the world
were found -pleasure ships of the Roman Emperor Caligula.
who ruled A.D. 37-'41. They had been lying. al the bottom of the
hidden
lake for nearly 2,000 years, and doubtless would still be
Teet.
70
lowered
been
lake
the
not
had
world
the
of
rest
the
from
Among other valuables found, objects of artistic and technical
interest came to light. The story behind the people involved with
the area and the old ships is a ,
, and launched at Lake Nemi.
fascinating one, indeed.
his "Romah Holidays"
In Roman legend, Diana was There
albeit destined
pleasureful,
were
goddess
and
the Moon goddess
to an early end.
of forests, of animals and of
• • •
women in childbirth. Her ternpie at Aricia, near Lake Nemi. CALIGULA'S two flat-keeled
stood in a grove and was fre- ships, the most admirable existing examples of Roman nautical
quented by women. .
- But it took Emperor Caligula engineering, were used for maslye the lake further. iden- sive banquets, feasts- and for
to 2
rti the son of Germani- naval .bentles, as well. Legend
Atrippinl, in Germany, has it that it was during one
cue a
was Canis Cae- of -these battles that' the two
his
sarNetaianietis and. he WWI ships sank to the bottom of
re.
born 12 years after Jesus Christ. Lake Nemi. The two keels
As a child. he wore military mained beneath the surface
_
boots i hence his nickname, Cali- throughout the centuries. ago
However, some 300 year's
gulii,', Little Boots).
they were located, but it was not
. .
until 1930. while the lake wits
Emperor
of
DEATH
THE
• ON
being lowered, that the two
ernbecame
Caligula
Tiberius.
became severely precious relics were recovered.
peror: C.
. a widely accept- A museum was constructed to
01, •
along with other
ed belief that this illness was in- house them,
same
,sanity. In any case, his was 1 relics uncovered ;it the
reputation earned .by his cruel, first..
.In 1944. the retreating Gerruthless atitocrac5'.
Caligula died 13:assassination, man array. fleeing U.S. forcem.
to destroy
:it age P. But before he died tarried long enough
and its contents.
he cattle to enjoy and appreciate the, nuts
of the finer things in life by fire Both have been recon.o
offi^includitif at least two pleas- structed and the museum
in.19's'\
iire ships whieh he hail built (-tally reopened

_
Portable Stereo
SAVE '15.00
.

20" Color Console
$60.00 OFF

_

Walnut Finish
/

Sen. Edmund Maskie, D-Maine, and Men, Edward Kennedy,
fl-Mass., chat during caucus of Democrats in the Capitol

Maple Color Console
MARKED DOWN '120.00

Big Deluxe Color Console
SAVE 180.00

A Beauty - Full To The Floor!

NOTILE
Even thoiigh these prices are the lowest ever, we will still give full
warranty and service. As the years have proven, there is no finer TV
Service in West Ky. You can buy at higher prices, and still not have
the service we can offer you. If you ask your neighbor he will tell
you that Ward & Elkins service makes any set we sell worth - more
to you, for years to come.

tit,4

eltlinarne

a

. It'Pa,, minority leader. and Sen. Ilirrgarrt
Sen. tough Scott.
11 in ('iitikre.. enmer.intion.
,
111
Seeiitit, It-Maine,
seu.brui scs,ion of th, 91,:t
II'S SOLON SEASON AGAIN
Congti•-• i, intikra.iy in W.I•hington. and he: e are tuna
Di its deliberation sekitot, like,y

Lid NS

• Murray
• Mayfield
• Paris, Tenn.
• Paducah
'W 753-1713

40Ic***************************************

,

•
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Railroad Right-of-Way
Becomes a Prairie Path

TIME

MURRA

THURSDAY - JANUARY

•ILENTUCKT

22.

Fat cat to
munch high
off the hog?
WASHINGTON, D. C. -Stan-

Standard Traffic
Patterns Are Urged
At All Airports

IVOREDUCTIONS!
air FOUR
SAVEMORE'
BRUNSWICK Super Quality

441y..NYLON CORD
30-Month Guarantee!'

Hospital Report

TUBELESS
BLACK-WALLS
15"
1888
1888
2088.
2088

4
01

SAVE MORE
BUY

4

'
4row59" 162
4 71" 16"
.
4 7152 162
'
4
16"
4
16"
4 70:,87" 162
'

FREE

BRUNSWICK'S SAFEST TIRE EVER!

OUR FINEST NEW TREADS

"SAFETY
SEAL"

-TUBELESS
WHITEWALLS
RETREADS

18-Month ,Guaranteet
Highway Tread

4-PLY NYLON ORD
SAVE MORE BIFY 4

SAVE MORE BUY 4

4 FOR $77

4 FOR $44

7.00x13 SIZE

LIMITED QUAN !TIES

The decision was hailed as
strengthening the government's
r..
.m.I
er
In
The
hand in prosecuting herein
ihe 1•1.m..1
leases
peddlers.
al
ifoili•ort
llllit globulin. fibrinogen. pro
toe oectsion came on a 6 to 2
thrombin awl In.n..r.n. It 1114111
with Justice William 0,
vote,
ri•,.•ni.
of
.a
An his dissentcaliIng
Douglas
rely.1,c
there pirotrili,
the law unconstitutional.
'
Insetted.

•

aim. East .German
dent Waltet t1 bi icht a hove
We,t (:erman Chan.11.11 .1'1'01y It, Ici.lt in koiriin

7.00x 1 3
7.75x14

yi

1,ing
tecogniZi.
Twiny i. sox vi.'ign
tir.tfirit rf-r(
1,7I n his .4..te of the
1,0 H4,111..11t
in ttwitt
,l'fiblf 'oho,',I
L..t 4

•".

7.75x1 5
8.25x1 5

26.95 - 1825
32.95
3`-.75
32.95 23.75
3495' 25.25

prices plus Fed Tax and old tins
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dard traffic patterns for arriving
PETERSHAM, England
and departing aircraft at all air- (UPI) - Joseph, a five-year-old
ports which do not have traffic gourmet cat, has inherited 300
control towers was again urged pounds ($720), but it may not
today by Aircraft Owners and be enough to finance him in
Pilots Association as another the style of livingsto which he
step to increase safety of air has become accustomed.
transportation.
The will of Joseph's elderly
The recommendation was mistress, Agatha Higgins; specimade in a letter to John H. fied the money was ,to assure
Reed, Chairman of the National he continues is daily menu of
Transportation Safety Board.
fish, rabbit and cream. The
Only 322 of the more tam 28-pound tabby has a distinct
10,000 airports in the United preference for cream instead of
States have air traffic control milk, the will said.
towers. Approach and departure
"This is for my dear cat,
procedures vary greatly at air- Joseph, who has been, my afports, according to Roys C. Jon- fectionate "Companion and for
es, AOPA's director of air tra- whom it is my desire that he
Mc control.
should be assured of a happy,
"At some airports the appr- home when I shall be gone,
oaches are made with right band Miss Higgins said in the will.
turns; at other left hand
She turned Joseph and the monapply, and at some both right ey over to Marguerite Chorlei,
hand and left hand patterns will a longtime companion.
Thine ridevs ealoy the onintry quiet of tise illineh Prairie Path.
be used depending ion the runMiss Chorley said the money
way in use," Jones stated. "In probably would be insufficient
By GROVER ORINKNUILN
addition there is no consistency for
Joseph's .discriminatin
Central Press Association Correspondent
WHEATON, Ill.—The Illinois Prairie Path? Perhaps you've In approach altitudes for entering tastes.
never beard of it! It's only 27 miles in length, so it might not be the patterns."
"I don't know how I'm goin
"The resultant hodgepodge of to manage," she said.
your cup of tea.
'He BE-WITCHING BEAUTY—Would you believe the very convincing witch at right Is actually one and the tarn* as the Murray State
But if you love nature, or happen to be one of a constantly patterns the details of which won't touch milk and insis
University campus beauty at left? They are—and what's more she's Linda Brownfield, chosen as Muss Murray State in December
growing army of oeople concerned with our ever-spreading con- are largely unknown to itinerant
on the best fish."
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
to represent the school in the annual Miss Kentucky Paoeant In Louisville next spring.
crete Jungles, our uncontrolled air and stream polution, this pilots, is one of the factors
prairie path is far from expendable.
which may potentially contribute
Physically, the path was once an old electric railroad right-of- to accidents occurring in the vicway, through the Illinois towns of Wheaton, Elgin, Geneva and inity of uncontrolled airports,"
Aurora.
Jones ,declared in his letter to
The tracks have all been taken up. In their place grow prairie
NTSB Chairman.
bluestam,shooting stars and jacohs ladders,.plus some _sixty-odd the
The formal recommendation
plants of other botanic origin,
but all indigent to the original 40 organizations have "adopt- for standard patterns was made
ed" certain sections of the path, following dlcussion of this as
prairie sod of the region.
for its upkeep
one of ten proposals for air safThese people iricTu&—
ety made by &UFA at the hear*Disneyland, this prairie trail
won't aggravate your hormones, teathers, gardeners, Scouts, ings held here several weeks ago
but if yob like a heavy-shoe camping groups, and officials by the Safety Boar don the subject
walking path, this is it. !here of Audubon, the Sierra Club, of prevention of mid-air collisioare bogs to traverse, and -mime and other nature-minded groups. ns.
•
• • •
rough terrain. But this is as,it
ACIP44 recommended that conTHE PATH began as a dream
should be.
sideration be given to standardiThe big thing is locked up in of Mrs. Theilgaard Watts, lecrectangular pata simple statement: This is a turer and naturalist, who is de- sing on left hand
heroic effort by a handful of termined to see it as part of a terns with entry into the pattern
dedicated people to keep a foot- nationwide system of trails. made at 800 feet above ground
path free of the hand of man, But hanging over the future of level by low performance- airto preserve it for the nature the Path is the fact that in craft and 15004161at above ground
lover, the hiker, cyclist or rider. 1978 the lease on the ground level for high performance air• • •
expires, and the fight will start craft. Departing aircraft would
UNLIKE JunglebrooK in the all over again to keep it from proceed straight out to a minimGreat Smokies, there is no deep being incorporated into some um of 800 fed betas turning
finest or leaping mountain expressway or gobbled up by
on COMM.
stream. It could be More like suburban sprawl.
Jones mid the standard pattWhy a Prairie Path? First,
some prarie trail in the West,
across Wyoming for instance. because it is a link to the past ern could not be lastituted at all
One part of the path, The Red It by an escape for many, in all airports because of terrain, obCaboose Trail, has been adopt_ walks of life. It is a heritage structions or other local coeditad by the Boy Scouts, and al- for our „children and grandchil- toes.'131st these non - standard
\
•
ready 3,500 boy, have walked i dren•
locations can and should be kept
bid-% to a minimum and their locations
t Idea must main
it for meritak e —
tit *
IV
d.
how many l anais- 'With nature!'
No one lus
and patterns widely pubilshed
or ridden i The Prairie Path, elind others In the Airman's Information Manpebpie halve
the path since it was established , like it, provides that delicate ual, the AOPA Airport Directory
three years ago, but more than I balance.
and other publications."
• New LOW PROFILE for greater steering stability & longer mileage.
New Dyna-Grip shoulders give better cornering, greater steering
control & safety. improved Chlorobutyl tubeless liner fights fiats dUe
to punctures & bruises.
Zaremba in
ADULTS 93
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
NURSERY 2
Veteran character actor John
JANUARY 20, 1970
Zaremba
joined
the cast
of Stanley Kramer's "R.P.M.'
ADMISSIONS
which stars Anthony Quinn and
NEW YORK (IIP1)- Stocks
Ann-Margret.
modertoday
in
cipentd steady
Master Allan Moore, Rte, 4,
* * *
ately active trading on the New Murray ; Walton Sykes, 1310
SAll
ht.
YOU
PRIG
York Stock Exchange.
FfD. TAX
ixot Pisa
Poplar, Murray; Rages WilliaSAYE
President Nixon's State of the ms, Rte. 2, Hazel; Mrs. Martha Young Douglas
Union address, scheduled for Powell, Rte. 1, Dexter; Miss has own company
6.50 7:00.13
18.95
194
delivery at 12:30 p.m., is Hellon Coleman, Rte, 2, Murray;
HOLLYWOOD
(UN)
major
expected lo draw the
6 70 7.75.15
21.95
221
(in care of Forrest Coleinan),
FOR
attention of- Wall Street, al- Mrs. Eva Dunaway, Rte, 7, Mu- Michael Douglas, son of Kirk,
has
formed
his
own
company,
though much interest also will rray; Magnus Hooks, Rte. 2,
7.50 7.75s14
21.95
2:20
focus on American Telephone Cadiz; Mrs. Kate Peery, New Bigstick Productions, Ltd., to
which did not trade Wedeesday. Concord; Mrs. Eunice Grubbs, star in a film adaptation ..of
11.00 11.25s1 4
23.95
2.36
"The Drift,"; a novel by Lloyd
rot 7952
The exchange said it suspend- Rte, 5,
Murray,
Kropp.
ed trading in AT&T because of
7.10
81505
23.95
2.46
en'
the "unusual importance" of its
sea 7952
DISMISSALS
*
proposed offering. AT&T plans
7.60 11.55x15
2.63
to sell shareholders about $1.57
P•ainiesir-Ttss-Maransis
2595 -22"
Mrs. Thelma Emerson, 1307 New TV series
billion in debentures, which will Main St., Murray; Mrs. Linda
• Ov••••••.•
•••••41.•.•••• ••• IJ•en
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) «owl It
'P" Fed To. IL old tire
carry warrants to purchase an Hill, Rte. 3, Benton; Mrs. Eula
Similar Savings on Whitewalls
.4, so we ••••••• •••*.r •
ABC's'hew television series scherIk••••••,, &air
•••• ,,•••
••• op,•••••
aggregate of 91.4 million
Aro •• Moo
••••••
Kirksey; Mrs. duled to start in mid-season is
Rte.
1,
Billington,
• 0.0•••••••11 ego.. .4mor
.•• a ••••,,.. -raw
ROTATION
additiunal common shares. It is
M *yea •••••
ar,
Allie Boggess, 415 So. 10th St., "Nanny and the Professor" star,
Ma't
vo
••0•••
••.•••••
Wheel Balaneing 11.25.4.1tV
MOUNTING
the biggest single financing
1••0• lex to *Ace •M•••••••• f•••• •••
Hampton,
Nancy
Mrs.
Murray;
ring
fulie
Mills and Richard
program offered by a U.S.
PaulMurray;
Mrs.
Poplar,
1415
Long.
firm.
ine Cooper, RAC 1 Hazel; Harold
In the oil group, Continental Calhoun, Rte. 5, Belton; Mrs.
eased 's to 2V4, but Standard Vera Taylor, Rte. 5,_Benton;
of Califoraia picked up Vs to 49. Mrs. Sonja Plasafelli and Baby
Occidental was unchanged at
Boy, 811 No. 16th St., Murray;
1
2
231is, while Texaco gained /
tit
Mrs. Janie Barrow and Baby
'Lifetime Road Hazard
to 28%.
Rte. 1, Puryear, Tenn.;
Boy,
42-Mantis Gowan**
Amon the aerospace issues,
Against winniset
Charles Paschall, Rte. 3, PurLockheed rose % to 1978, year, Tenn.; Mrs. Anna Mae
Boeing Vs to 28. General Owen, 203 So. Ilth St., Murray;
Dynamics was unchanged at Mrs. Rhonda Sturdivant, 1613
SEALS PUNCTURES INSTANTLY!
281/2. Martin Marietta was Ryan Ave., Murray; Master Waysteady at 11%.
ne Higgins, Rte. 7, Marren Mine
General Motors was un- Diane Beale, Almoi Mrs. Kay
changed It 67, but Ford dipped Wood, 312 No, 12th St., Murray;
1,4 to -SU,
TWIN-LIPS
Mrs. Mary Brausa, 303 So. 6th
In the electrcinics, Litton St., Murray; Bert Garland, Rte.
WHITE
1,4
to 287s, while 1 , Kirksey.
eased
SIDE W AU,S
Westinghouse edged up % to 56.
RCA was unchanged at 31%.
Eastman Kodak was off 3,14 to
79 in the chemical group, while VERDICT AGAINST PUSHERS
Moose*, and Du Pout held
Uncbanged at 34% and 101, WASHLNGTONN (UPI) -The
rerctively. Dow rose % to
FULL 4 PUFF
, plus 39c to 48c Fed Tax
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to
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size
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Today's
Stock Market

.

190
2 58
2 59
257

. 4 for

73 34.80
4 For 195 36-.80
4
,for '95 .36.80

4 tor 8101 38.80

USE OUR EAST
CREDIT OR

BANKAMERuAkij

9-16 MON. - SAT.
CLOSED SUNDAYS

BL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

OTASCO
753-8391

POI ULI
1989 TOWN & Country
home,
x 65'. Spanish
two oversized bedrooms,
with private bath,
beans in living mom,
living room and bedrooms
home cost $8,000.00 less
10 months ago. We have
$2500.00 off on it Far a
traction of this amou.ot
be yours. Phone 753-7950
2:00 P. m34 Ti' PONTOON boat vri
bin. Hee couch, table,
Meta and stove. Life nic
HP Johruion motor with
km gas tank. Phone 75

ir

REGISTERED Irish
pies. Phone 753-1748.
1962 FORD diesel
three 14 inch plows, disc,
tutor, plaster and bush
Phone 489-3741.
'1
MOBILE HOME, two be
furnished or unfurnished.
753-9772.
SOWS AND PIGS. Also
sows sad gilts. Paris, T
see, phone 842-3780.
ONE PAM of full blood
Point Simms oats.
9973.
AKC TOY Apricot P
pies. Phone 733-9330.
220 PORTABLE eledtric
Three hand quilted
Phone 753-3987.
NEW MARINE Radio,
Simpson, Ship-to-Shore,
with Antenna, $125.00.
(502) 438-5432.
21 INCH black and vrhi
vision nonage, mah
net, Alit-FM radio, stereo
graph. Very reasonable.
753-9721.
ONE SET' of tire
time, $10.00.
8517.
'SAVE WITH
Uncle Jeff's Discount
acy. Prove to yourself Y
save money on all Doc
scriptions. We quote p
obligations. All p
One. by a neatatered
atist—,Safe with Safe-T

Sundays.
HAY. Cell Ben Nix 7
TWO 10 GALLON and
gallon aquarium sets,
wholesale. Call
•
330 daily.
FIVE BURIAL LOTS
Call 753-2588,
A= PEKINGESE
Two males, seven and
weeks old. Already
Beautiful and healthy.
4469.,
SOLID OAK mere
Mee. 27" wide by 56"
Inches high-. Phone Lit
'7334623.
OUR S'RING Materials
rivet such as Bonded
dacron, double knit,
crepe. Nesbitt Fabric S
zel Highway. Phone

yawn
EARAN
College Shop, 214' N
Street is now having
ter clearance on; S
sport coats up to 50%
Shirts up to 58%
Sweaters 30% to
count. The College S
North 13th., phone
USED Admiral color
Just like new. Dunn'
Appliance Service, 11
12th Street. Phone

ONE FUEL oil heater
rooms. Will make p
Call 753-1348.
ANTIQUE furniture.
terworth mandon, 1
14th Street.
UPRIGHT
PIANO,
painted, good condi
$80.00. Call 753-3892
P. lin
BALDWIN PIANOS an
-buy or rent. 1
grand piano, 1 used S
ano„,1 used Baldwin
nerds Piano
Corn
across from post o
Paris, Tennessee.
REGISTERED Polled
nulls: ages 8 to 18 mon
Tidally and Clover
Rat Robinson, Pury
247.5487.
PRACTICE PIANO. II
net. closet style wit
x
and pole, we
753-5330.

•
.r•
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SERVICES Olin RECO

FITZGERALD'S BACK

CURB HOP wanted. Night shift,
WASHINGTON (UPI) -A.
5:00 p. m. to 11 p. m., male
Ernest Fitzgerald has a new
female. Apply in person to
him an
Castle, Chestnut Street. No job that will make
who
people
the
of
overseer
/VC
phone calls please.
fired him.
Fitzgerald, the economy exMR YOUR hone remodeling, NATIONALLY KNOWN comadditions and repairs. Free esti- pany needs several Wife for pert fired by the Defense
mates. Call 7530123. Jan,-36'C full or part time employment Department, has accepted a lob
Call 753-3056 for appointment. with Congress' Joint Economic
REAL
SALE
$M
NS
UTNE
ESTATE
REAL
PER SALE
MULL ESTATE FOR 84111W1
1120A. SWUM KM WWI
SAWS MILD, electric bettors
3-23-C Committee as an $82-a--thy
REDUCED for quick male. Own- BY OWNER. Extra nice three- and all small appliances rape,1989 TOWN & Country mobile
Re- part-time consultant.
Bills
January
Those
71$348/11.
St.,
UGH!
12th
So.
R
512
ed.
1st.
bedroom modern frame home,
er leaving Murray, January
home, 12' x FM'. Spanish motif,
It was before this committee
from
-13-C
them
pay
can
Feb.
lax-you
Two-beiroom home with extra outbuildings, and twenty-five
two oversized bedrooms, each
Fitzgerald testified in
that
Rep
Avon
an
as
your earnings
large living and dining room acre farm. Has 11 acre corn
with private badi, overhead
out how right November, 1968, that the C5A
resentative-find
Siding
and
Roofing
carShag
DUN-RITE
redecorated.
Newly
base,
tobacco
1.23
fired
dart
beams in living mom, carpet in
jet transport had far exceeded
peting throughout, beautiful
House and outbuildings Co. Shingle and roll roofing and now-call quickly-Mrs. Evelyn
living room and bedrooms. This
Its original cost estimates.
Shady
Mgr.,
Avon
Browu,
L
siding.
elecAluminum
paper,
repairs.
wall
and
draperies
alone worth asking
price.
home cost 0,000.00 less than
Guaranteed workmanship. Grove Road, Marion, Ky. 42064
tric hese and air-conditioning. Phone 4894741.
10 months ago. We have paid
H-J-23-C
Feb.-BC Phone 963-3383.
Phone 480-2425.
New Frigidaire appliances, in$2240.00 of on it. For a small
cludes range with self-cleaning $2,000 00 BU YS my Equity
fraction of this amount it can
TANK Pumping, call WANTED: Working partner to PENTAGON BACKTRACKS
oven, refr oerator with vertical house amid two acres, owned by SEPTIC
be yours. Phone 753-7950 after
Rex Camp. In business for 8 manage Baker & Baker Emmakice
automatic
and
freezer
2:00 p. m.
.1-27-C
Miles Sholar, near Aurora. Nell
pump septic ployment Service opening anon
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
er, also dishwasher and garbage Slaughter, 376-2278, Wing°, years, licensed to
tanks by Kentucky State Dept. in Murray. Low investment. Po- United States announced for24 FT PONTOON boat with codisposal. This is an interior Ky.
.1-23-C of Health. Call 753-5033.
tential earnings 1st year to
bin. Has couch, table, sink, cabmally Tuesday it will break a
decorators home and must be
$15,000. See Cec!1 Cobb, owner
inets and stove. Life jackets, 50
seven-year arrangement with
seen to be appreciated. 920 N
FOR SALE - This new brick tri-pies apartment buildEmployment
Baker
&
Baker
HP Johnson motor with 30 gal18th St. Phone 753-1474 or 753WATER LINES thawed out. Service, 1025W. Broadway, West Germany and build the
ing. Conveniently located for schools, churches and
lon gas tank. Phone 753-6842.
4775 after 5:00 p. in. for ap.1-33-P Mayfield, !Cy., 247-1501. .1-23-C MBT70 supertank on its own.
753-4E158.
Phone
WANTED TO BUY
downtown business area.
J-22-C
Jan.-22-C
pointment
The Pentagon, in making the
WANTED: January 6, 1970, co- FOR YOUR home remodeling, ANTED: Cooks and assistants, announcement, said it was
This is an opportunity to live in your own apartment
and repairs. Free esti- days. Send resume plus salary stripping down the tank and
REGISTERED Irish matter pupFOUR-BEDROOM green stained pies of the Lodger & Times. additions
and rent the other two units for an additional source of
TFC
Please bring by the office on mates. Call 753-6123 or 753- desired to P. 0. Box 32-G, Mur- building a version that would
pies. Phone 753-1748.
heat
Atrium
Central
and
house.
income.
Feb.-21-C y, Kentucky.
TF'NC 7848.
.1-27-C cost about $200,000 per tank
air, carpeted, family room, two North 4th Street.
1962 FORD diesel tractor, has
less.
full details and let us make an appointfor
us
Contact
double
baths,
garage,
fireplace,
WANTED: Used commode and WILL DO chair bottoms with
three 14 inch plows, disc, cultiThe House Defense Appropricourt
city
large
yard,
school
of
to
this
piece
ment
you
property.
show
valuable
If
Hazel.
in
home
my
at
cane
.1-22-C
492-8438.
Phone
lavatory.
hog.
bush
and
RENT
vator, planter
WANTIED
ations Subcommittee had criti753-8283.
district.
TFC
Phone
492-8347.
phone
us
let
your
estate
Also,
inierested
real
discuss
needs.
other
Phone 489-3741.
ot
.7.24-C WANTED: Ground for corn or cized the tank last year as
TO SELL ... list with usl
TO BUY ... see us!
MOBILE HOME, two bedreent
soybeans. See or call Magness "overly sophisticted, unnecessafurnished or unfurnished. Phone
Beach 489-2862.
.1-23-P rily complex and too expen.1-22-C
sive."
753-9772.
CARD OF THANKS
NOTICE
SOWS AND PIGS. Also bred
The family of Ira Lassiter
Phone 753-1333
4th 4 Maple Street
BELTONE factory fresh bear- express their thanks and apsows and gilts. Paris, TomesHome Phones: Fulton Young, 753-4946;
ir.g aid bieteries for all make preciation for the kindness an
J-22,P
see, phone 642-3760.
'RIGHT' NOT TO PRAY?
hearing aids, Wallis Drip.
Ishmael Stinson, 753 1534
sympathy of our friends and
ONE PAIR of full blooded Seale
neighbors during the illness and
WASHINGTON (UPI') -The
Point Siamese cats. Phone 753death of our father and bro- American Cliff Liberties Union
The Merchants Credit Association invites all nen.1-22-C
9973.
FOR ,RENT
AUTOS FOR SALE
mossier inarchanti to join- with us in order to make
1100 CALENDAR Desk Stands ther. We will be forever grate- (ACLU) has Med suit to stop
AKC TOY Apricot Poodle pup- 1968 VOLKSWAGEN convert- NICE SLEEPING rooms for
our strong organization, stronger.
and refills are now available at fed for food, floral offerings the three service academies
J-22-C ible, red with black top, $1450. boys, one block from campus.
pies. Phone 753-9330.
the Cedger di Times Office Sup- and singers. May God bless from enforcing mandatory atAs we all know, Credit is getting out of bead, api
.oLyou
our prayer.
Phone 753-8425 or 7.',3,2
tendance at religious services,
fro with to now. Hetp us fight Thts
220 PORTABLE electric heater. Oe. Caii 758-4189.
The Family
The ACLU filed the suit in
Three hand quilted quilts 1968 CHEVROLET Impala fourEUGENE A. .DIAliONT has
11? U.S. District Court on behalf of
Phone 753-3987.
.1-22-C door hmdtop. Air conditioned, 3-BROOM brick house, 1111been formally and permanently
six Annapolis midshipment and
P.S. - Make Note!
baths, fireplace, 7 month subrelieved of his duties at Geno*s
NEW MARINE Radio, Pierce- power steering, 307 V-8 migine,
one West Point cadet. It said
WE
ARE
OF
21th
HAVING
MEETING
A
.1-22•C
THE
available,
Street.
$160.00
lease,
per
Chestnut
1302
Inc.
low
Simpson, Ship-to-Shore, 30 watt, automatic transmission,
they were being subjected to
J-29-C
Coil
month.
753-4891.
JANUARY
AT
P.M.
black
7:1111 O'CLOCK
with Antenna, $125.00. Phone mileage. Burgany with
administrative pu"stringent
Ford
Yoldia Sea, Ancylu Sea,
(502) 438-5432.
J-22-C trim, $2195.00. Parker
4-ROOM furnished apartment
Please Attend!
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- Mastoglogloia Sea and Litorina nishment" for refusing to
Inc., 7th and Main Street. Phone for boys,1617 Miller Ave. Call
the religious
with
Phone 753-7381 for more information
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. Sea are all archeological names comply
21 INCH black and white tele- 753-5273.
3-24-C 753-1958 or 437-3513.
'egulations.
U. Sanders. Phone 382-3178 for the Baltic Sea.
vision ocasole, mahogany cabiLynnville, Kentucky.; Feb.-20-C
net, AM-FM radio, stereo phono- '66 NEW YORKER,4-door hardREAL NICE 10' wide two-bedgraph. Very reasonable. Phone top, full power and air. Clean,
753-5859. .1-23-C room trailer. Natural gas and
753-9721.
J-23-C one owner. Call
air-conditioning. Private. Marstation wa- ried couple. Phone 753-4481.
CHEVROLET
1966
ONE SET of tire chains, used
transautomatic
.1-22-C
one time, $10.00. Phone 753- gon. V-8 engine,
missiion, power steering and
8517.
PEANUTS
OR A WHOLE LOT LESS
FOR VALENTINE'S DAY THIS ?EAR,
brakes, air-conditioning. Light ROOM FOR one or two boys.
I'VE 'ECE
DON'T &VE ME ANL(THING FANG/ LIKE
"SAVE WITH SAFETY"... green with matching interior. Furnished apartment for couple
50METHiNG.
Uncle Jeff's Discount Pharm- Lowmileage, one owner. $1395.- or two boys, Zimmerman ApartCANN OR FLO)ERS_ I'LL SETTLE
acy. Prove to yourself you can 00. Parker Ford Inc., 7th and ments, South 16th Street Phone
FOR A KISSON Ti-tE NOSE AND A HU6_
.1-22-C
save money on all Doctor's Pre- Main Street Phone 753-5273. 753-6609.
!
J-23-C
el
scriptions. We quote prices. Na
NICE PRIVATE rooms, with kitobligws.All prescriptions MOM rigiCV11411.1cr.. 4110040. akow,prtotioces for eolloba boys.
11111,P.
Medi by a Registered Plums.
mist-Safe with Safe-T. Open Phone 753-5738 after 5:00 p. m. Phone 753-5865 or 753-5108.
TFC
.1-23-C
4IP
Sundays.
3-23-C
I.
41111*.-..two
1966
door
unfurnished
MUSTANG,
hardBEDROOM
TWO
HAY. Call Ben Nix 753-3785.
top. 289 engine with four bar- house, central heat and air-conentloa
..5
'-La.
rel carburetor, four speed ditioned, carpeted near UniTWO 10 GALLON and one 5% transmission, radio, white wall versity. No small children
gallon aquarium sets, below tires, meg wheel covers. Ember Available now. Phone 753-4575
J-27-C
wholesale. Call 762-2350 after glow with white laser stripes. after 5:00 p. m.
3:30 daily.
Parker Ford
J-23-P Local car,
furnished
to
apartment,
Inc., 7th and Main Street Phone
FIVE BURIAL LOTS for sale. 753-5273.
J-23-C suitable working lady or couNEXT DAY
NANCY, I DON'T
Call 753-2588.
le, $70.00 per month. Utilities
.1-23-C
1963 BUICK Electra, new tires, furnished. Outside entrance
CLOCKLIKE
AKC
PEKINGESE
puppies battery, motor recently over- 'ill need car Phone 753-1794.
Two males, seven and one-half hauled. Must sell, $550.00. Call
WATCH E RS
.1-23-C
weeks old. Already wormed. 489-3763 after 5:30 p. m. .7-23-C
Beautiful and healthy. Call.7531984 OLDSMOEULE Dy_oamic 88 ONE-BEDROOM furnished a4469.,
foureloor sedan. V-8 engine, au- partment with bath, kitchen,
SOLID OAK merchandise ta- tomatic transmission, air-condi- large living room, dining: area
bka. 27" wide by 55" long; 34 tioning, power steering, power combination, across from, ColInches .high. Phone Littleton's, brakes, radio, white wall tires lege Campus. $75.00 per month.
753-4823.
.1-24-C Local car. Looks and runs like Mrs. L. R: Putnam, 1508 Chestnut Street. Phone 753-1693.
OUR SPRING Materials have ar- new. $1095.00. Parker Ford Inc.,
3-27-C
7th
Main
Phone
and
Street.
753rived, such as Bonded Acrylic,
5273.
3-23-C
THREE-BEDROOM -house, undaemon, double knit, polyester
crepe. Nesbitt Febric Shop, Ha- 1984 FAIRLANE 500 four-door furnished. Phone 753-5330.
.1-23-C
- ERNi&
zel Highway. Phone 492-8211 sedan. Dark blue with vinyl
oo..1
to Ilob Y' I Pr
A_1_,52_
a&
3-23-C trim to match. 280 V-8 engine,
b,.14.. Igo
•19,0 b,
apartTHREE-ROOM furnished
automatic
transmission,
radio,
ment with bath, wall to wall
WINTER CLEARANCE: The
College Shop, 214 North 15th white wall Urea. Tennessee ti- carpet, furnished heat. 1641 Miltle,
$795.00.
Parker
Inc.,
Ford
ler Avenue, phone 753-1775.
Street is now having their win7th and Main Street. Phone 753or
J-24-C
ter clearance on; Suits and
5273.
sport coats up to 50% discount.
GrvES THE
Shirts up to 50% discount. 1969 GTO Convertible, 15,000 FURNISHED BEDROOM and
kitchen for girls. Electric heat._
GOVERNMENT THE
Sweaters 30% to 50% dis- miles, four speed. Power steerL
THIS
B
OF
ES-7A
EfiLL
10AS
SHES
307 So. 8th St., phone 753-3100
RIGHT 70 APOROPRIATE
count. The College Shop, 214 ing, power brakes, windows.
-ACRE AREA 10 BE ufilk,
A - 1,
.1-24-C
LA NO- WITH DUE
North 15th., phone 753-3242.
API AIRPORT IN THE VICINITY OP
Factory air, $2995. Call May
CONSIDERATiON
CORNERS
CRABTREE
NEW
BEAUTIFUL
Lee
Valarah
field 247-6064 after 6:00 p. m.
TO ITS VALUE-.1-77-P Apartments, South 18th Street,
Admiral color television,
across from Westview Nursing
lust like new. Dunn's TV & 1968 CHEVROLET pick-up, long
Home. Two bedrooms, bath,
Appliance Service, 118 South wide bed, custom cab, two-tone
utility room, living room, kitch12th Street. Phone 753-3037.
blue and white, V-8 engine, au- en and dining area. Carpeted.
.1-23-C
Electric heat. Air conditioned.
tomatic transmission. Local one Refrigerator, built in stove and
owner. 2105.00. PariVer Ford oven, dishwasher and garbage
ONE FUEL oil beater, 2 or 3 Inc.. 7th and Main Street. Phone disposal furnished. Phone: 752.753-5273.
1-23-C 4974 or 753-3865.
rooms. Will make price
Call 753-1348.
H-J-2.5-C
LOST & POUND
ANTIQUE furniture. Old ButROOM FOR GIRLS, air-conditerworth mansion, 103 North LOST: Medium black Beagle, tioned, electric heat, cooking
.1-24-C answers to name of Blackie. privileges, private entrance.
14th Street.
PIANO, --antique Lost near Wildcat Creek. Re- 1603 College Farm Road, phone
UPRIGHT
3-24-C
painted, good condition, price ward. Phone 753-4769. .1-22-P 753-2377.
$60.00. Call 753-389241ter four
.1-24-C
PICK-UP, delivery service offer.
ad on shoe shines at Ham
backle's Barber Shop. (When
you have 5 or more pair.) Call
TFNC
753-3585.

pea

FULTON YOUNG REALTY

NOTICE

by Charles M.Schulz

Peanuts®

by Ernie Bushmiller,

Nancy

$1395.00.

by R. Van Buren

Abbie 'N Slats

USED

by Al Capp

Lir Abner

BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
-buy or rent. 1 used Balwin
grand piano. 1 used Spinet piano„i used Baldwin organ. LeCompany . .
Piano
nard*
across from post office ..
Pans. Tennessee.
H-1TC

4

REGISTERED Polled Hereforjl
nulls: ages 8 to 18 month.,
ThMThy and Clover hay:
Res Robinson, Puryear, Tenn.',
2474487.
.-J-24-P

PRACTICE PIANO Metal cabinet. closet style e ith mirror
and pole. size 2`s x 4%. Call
J-24-C
'7532330.

AA PREFERS 0
HUSSIN5 IN

THIS CoRN 213 Spruce Street

STILL

4VA I LA BI_E,
'SAM?

DISHUN!!"
-NAMELY

HORNBUCKLE'S BARBER SHOP

STUNNEDII

Phone 753-3485

IS YORE
DotiBLE-H E APER

50400dH.F.•
ExCoOzE
RIGHT!!•=99 CENTS
(
FO'TH'MST wEDDIt•11- ME'!'THAR'S THI5

AN'RYA altTAV
PENNY -`101 GITS A

EXTRY wig:boom?!

SUMPTMIN' THr TIAMTO
MENSHUN
A14'0
IV"
LIKE TO

•

MENSHUN-

Open
Tuesday Friday
Saturday
to- Closed Suntlays
•

.1
4k
/

3:30-830
1 -4

ry

OFFERING ALL SERVICES

• HmacuTs
mans
SHAMPOO

750
55t
65t.

1-2l.

N
• I re:
....

I.

-
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The Primar
Source of Ne
In Murray a
Calloway Cou

is

Saluting

iJnited Press Int

COO

A Bank That
SPECIALIZES IN YOU
THE WIDE AWAKE BANK

The
BABinikt

e

ING SERVICES

*CHECKING AC.COUNTS
* SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
*5% SAVINGS CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT
*5% GOLDEN PASSBOOK SAVINGS
irerFASSBOOK SAVINGS
* COMMERCIAL LOANS
* REAL ESTATE LOANS
* INSTALLMENT LOANS
* FEDERAL INSURED STUDENT LOANS
* BANK BY MAIL

°via Williams of Mui
that was made in 1905
to right, are John Tho

* NIGHT DEPOSITORY
* SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES
* TRAVELERS CHECKS
11"
.4e-c64RISTMAS CLUB
* CASHIER'S CHECKS
•
*BANK DRAFTS
* AUTOMATIC TRANSFER OF FUNDS
* DRIVE-IN WINDOWS
* NOTARY PUBLIC SERVICES
* SAVINGS BONDS

South Appea
To Governnu
Seeking Rek

ATLANTA (UPI)— The
is appealing to all bran(
the federal government a
national public in seeldng
from the desegregation
sure on its public school

/
•1
4

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF CONDITION
AT THE CLOSE OF BUSINESS DECEMBER 31, 1969
RESOURCES
Cash and Due From Banks
U.S. Government Bonds
OM!! Bonds
Loans and Discounts
Installesent Loans
F 14 A Title )1 Loans
Banking Nouse (Including Downtown Branch)
Real Estate
Furniture and Fixtures

$ 2,274,545.82
7,608,07644
2,698,402.77
18,890,954.30
3,706,432.84
640,030.15
205,000.00
104,501.00
75,000.00

LIABILITIES
Capital Stock
700,000.00
Surplus
1,300,000.00
Undivided Profits
377,203.23
Reserves
410,581.71
________________________________________
Unearned Interest -------------------------------------319,573.46
Deposits ____________________________________________ ;3,291,585.12
Other Liabilities ______________________________________
6,000.00
$36,404,943.52

$36,404,943.52
••-•

DIRECTORS OFFICERS & STAFF
Luther Robertson

I Wells Pirdom Sr.

James W. Thurmond

Jo Roberts

Jane Curd-

Joe Dick

A, W. Russell

Rob Gingles

Freeda Kuykendall

JoBeth England

Marjorie Shroat Huie

Bobby ManniN

L. L. Dunn
Hugh Gingles
Foreman H. Graham
Dr. James C. Hart

A. W. Simmons Sr.
Gingles Wallis
M. 0. Wrather

Neva Grey Allbritten

Jeanette Fain

Kathy Alexander
Judy Fitts

Howard Steely

Jane -115:r nett
Phyllis Furgerson

L. E. Wyatt

It. Hatcher

Sondra Barnett

Gedric Paschall

Ethel Jackson

Jenny Newberry

Louise Lamb

Victor Olazabal Jr.

Jackie Sykes
Frances Thurmond
Euple Ward

Emma-Trekli Lawson

Victor 0137-ah2l

Patricia Lee

Carolyn Parks

Sue Wells
Sue Wicker
Marilyn McGinnis

Isabel Parks
Patricia Wiggins

Anita Gallimore

Faye Manning

Mom Bismark

Gwen Gthees

Chester Martin

Carol Sims
-/

Mary Lee Ramsey

Anita Wisehart

Max B, Hurt

Joe Pat Ward

James M. Lassiter

A. W. Simmons Jr.

Mary Frances Bell

Oneida Boyd

June Gingles

Frances Moss

Jane Stokes

Wanda Gall Wright

Wells OTerbeY

Max Beale

Mary Alice Garner

Patricia Broach

Wanda Hendon

Patsy Neale

Melody Swift

June Young

01MIIM1111.111111111101.

4%.

MEMR[R F.D.I.C.

.4

1

WEATHER REF
Pram Intermit'

'BANK MURRAY
OF

A resolution in the Miss
Senate calls upon Prl
Nixon to help the Sol
fighting
the
"unequal
unlawful application" o:
gration mandates by th
Supreme Court. And a
cur.:dine House royal/18o
Congress to reverse the :
courts and restore tree(
choice desegregation plat
Florida state Sen. Tort
Is trying to collect one
signatures on a petition
Supreme Court to "ream
imc
decree
for
Us
desegregation in many S(
School districts, including
dk. "The issue Is not i
non or segregation, il
disruption of our chi
education," said Slade.
Gov. Claude Kirk of I
:
i
aid he would go beto
reme Court again It
e an addition to his ph
egregatioa delay tor
to September.
A
group
called
Across Atlanta" took
Was
signatures
to
Thursday in a plea I
preservation of neight
schools.
Sen. Richard Russell,
appealed for help fro
colleagues in the We
North. "I do not bell4
people of the West and
rth are going to stand
educati
public
watch
stroyed in the South the
tyranny without realist
their school systems I
eventually imperiled,"
said.
The only differences I
Atlanta and cities like I
Detroit and Cleveland az
locations on the map, 1

West Kentucky: Coast
cloudiness and warmer
Partly cloudy and a lltt
or tonight. Saturday pal
udy and warmer. Higi
mostly in the typer
tonight in upper teens
rile 20s, high Saturday i
ids to middle 40s. So
to west *Inds 7 to 15 m
north
hour, becoming
I,bis afternoon and early
Wind becoming light a
table by Saturday morni
southwesterly 7 to 15 ir
hour Saturday afternoc
clay partly cloudy and
warmer.
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. 1
up 0.1; below dam 302.
0.3. no gates open.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.
Otataonary: below du
•down 0.1.
Sunrise 1.06; sunset
Moon rises 0:18 p.

